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By DON A. AFFELDT

Comment on Current Issues
Cosmos Court Reports
912 Cosmos 722
MINE AND THINE V. OURS & CO.
Appeal from the Supreme Court of Errors of Earth
Argued February 4-14, 1971. Decided March 1, 1971
I . M . Selfish argued the cause for appellants.
With him on the briefs was U. R. Too.
Take the Largerview argued the cause for appellee.
With him on the brief was Givea Little.
Mr. Justice JUSTICE delivered the opinion oft he Court.
Appellants Mine and Thine are perfectly normal and
upstanding citizens of Earth. They jointly possess a fee
simple title to a plot of land on Earth, which plot of
land is about an acre in size and is located in the Western Hemisphere. On this plot of land grows a tree. It
is a large tree, oaken in character, with many branches,
each of which contains during some seasons of the year
a goodly number of leaves. Appellants claim to like
leaves, generally; but appellants affirm that they detest raking leaves. To avoid this perennial chore, appellants one day last Autumn made ready to chop down
the tree that grows on their acre of land.
Ours & Co. is a corporation chartered under the laws
of the Western Hemisphere for the purpose of developing People's Parks at suitable locations in the Hemisphere. These parks are open to the public at all times
and for any peaceful purpose. A park developed by
Ours & Co. is located adjacent to the acre of land
owned by Mine and Thine. One of the delights of this
particular park, the Court is told, is that from anywhere
in the park one can catch a view of the magnificent Oak
tree which grows on the property of Mine and Thine.
Indeed, people have been known to sit for hours on one
of the grassy patches in the park just looking at the Oak
tree as it displays itself in foliage appropriate to the
season of th~ year.
Hearing of Mine and Thine's intention to chop down
the Oak tree to avoid having to rake up its leaves each
year, Ours & Co. brought suit against Mine and Thine
seeking an injunction to prevent destruction of the Oak
tree. The suit was denied in the court of original jurisdiction. The Appellate Division of the Circuit Court
affirmed that judgment. The Supreme Court of Errors,
however, reversed the judgment on the next appeal.
211 Earth 513, 109 P. 2d 698. We noted probable jurisMarch, 1971

diction. 912 Cosmos 149.
We think that appellants have standing to raise the
suit before this Court. We further think that the findings of fact in the court of original jurisdiction, together
with the conclusions of law announced by the Supreme
Court of Errors, warrant reversal of the original judgment on appeal. We therefore uphold the reversal granted by the Supreme Court of Errors, and order the injunctive relief prayed for by the plaintiffs in the original suit, Ours & Co. The following memorandum of
decision sets forth our reasoning to this conclusion.
There once was a time on Earth during which there
was no apparent need for Courts and the other instruments of the legal systems on Earth to precisely define
the word ownership. During this period it was commonly assumed that to own something meant to have absolute and unlimited rights with respect to that which was
owned. So, for example, it was thought that if a man
owned a chair, he could use that chair for nearly any
purpose he might fancy. If he wanted to sit in it, he
could; if he wanted to chop it up for kindling, that was
permissible too. The theory apparently was that he had
bought or built the chair, and that therefore it was his to
do with as he liked. The same theory applied, with a
few minor qualifications, to a piece of land a man might
come into ownership of. The theory apparently was
that he had bought it, or otherwise gained title to it, and
so it was his to do with as he liked. If he didn't want it
any more, he could sell it, give it away, or dispose of it
as he saw fit.
As we have indicated, there came to be some exceptions to this general rule. As population increased and
people on Earth found themselves living closer together,
It was realized that certain uses of real estate, for example, harmed or endangered the community as a whole.
Zoning ordinances and other restrictions were developed
to address the difficulties created by the socially injur3

to cut the tree simply to avoid having to rake up its
dropp,·ngs every fall.
Generally speaking, Mine and Thine - like all other
owners of real property - have a right to use their property in any way which will maintain or enhance the value
of that property. We go even further and say that this
Court, and courts generally, will (continue to) presume
that any use an owner of real property plans to make of
his property is a use which will maintain or enhanc;e
the value of that property. But we insist that this presumption can be defeated upon a showing that the own-

ious uses of real property. But until now the ancient
presumption has prevailed, that a man may do as he
likes with what he owns, subject to certain few limitations.
We think it is high time for a change in this supposed
rule. We think the rule is a mistake , and has led to manifest abuses over the centuries. We propose to put in its
place a new rule, a rule which conceives of ownership in
terms of the right a man has to use something in certain
ways, or for certain purposes, rather than in terms of
possession of a legally valid title or claim to the thing
owned. This new rule is required if we are to reach a
just solution in the instant case ; more important, perhaps, is that the instant case provides this Court with
an opportunity to articulate that rule which always has
been in force, but unfortunately has not been recognized
before.
The case at bar poses a simple issue for this Court:
Do Mine and Thine. have the right to hew the Oak tree
on their property simply because they have legal title
to the property on which the Oak tree stands, and of
which, therefore, the Oak tree is arguably a part? Our
answer to this question is a decisive "Maybe."
If Mine and Thine have the right to hew without ado,
we insist that they do not have the right simply because
they are in possession of a lev;ally valid title to the plot
of land on which the Oak tree stands. For if that were
what gives them the right to hew without ado, there
would be no legc:.l question for us to decide, since appellee Ours & Co., does not contest the validity of Mine
and Thine's title to the land. Their right to hew (if they
have it) must, rather, be seen as one of the things possessed by them, one of the things to which they have
title. Thus the question before this Court is: Do they
have title to such a right?
We are saying that no one has title to any physical
thing; what people have title to is rights with respect to
certain phy sical things. The question then , naturally,
arises as to what rights a man has title to when he has a
legally valid title or claim. And we say to the appellants
in the case at bar that whatever other rights they have
because of their valid title, they do not have the right
4

er's projected use of the property, or some part of the
property, will , on balance, not maintain or enhance the
value of said property. And in the case at bar, Ours &
Company have made such a showing; the presumption
is, accordingly, defeated, and an opposite presumption
takes its place. Mine and Thine have said nothing, however, to defeat this new presumption that the law has
raised. We therefore presume that they cannot defeat
the presumption against them since upon the facts they
have not done so, and accordingly we let that presumption operate to defeat their demurrer. In simple language, they lose.
It may sound strange to some ears that we say that
owners of real property are limited to such uses of that
property as wl.ll maintain or enhance the value of the
property. For, as noted above, it has not always been
clearly recognized that title to property is, in essence,
title to certain rights with respect to property, rather
than title to property itself, simpliciter. Yet if we think
on the matter of ownership but a moment, we will see
how problematic is the notion of ownership when it is
construed in that light. For what mysterious alchemy
must we suppose takes place when a man gains title to,
say, a plot of land, such that he could properly strip it
of its inherent value - value which God himself created by making the world as he did? How can th"e mere
exchange of money among men vest any man with the
right to destroy what God himself created before any
man ever existed? The very most that can be bartered
between men is the custodianship of land, together with
the derivitive rights of enjoyment of the fruits of his
labors pursuant to his custodianship.
The inherent value of, for example, land and what
grows on it derives from the role that these fundamental
constituents of Nature play in the survival of all humankind. If man cannot survive without the benefices bestowed by the Natural environment of the various planets, how necessary it becomes for this Court, which,
among other things, must safeguard (so far as it can)
the lives of those within its jurisdiction, to see to it that
the means required for that survival is protected against
evil men who would, in a moment of thoughtlessness
as regards the whole , plunder a part of nature for their
own selfish advantage!
This Court appreciates the distinction between inherent value and acquired value, and thus stands prepared
The Cresset

to concede that not all things a man may have title to
fall under the purview of the doctrine we are here announcing. So, for example, it might be maintained that
chattels, or manufactured goods, have value only insofar as they are prized by some one person ; they are not
valuable to all of mankind. Yet while at the present we
may fairly be construed to be directing our attention
primarily to the matter of real property (as, of course,
we must do since the case at bar concerns only real property), nevertheless we can foresee a time when the doctrine we announce might be in need of expansion so as
to include certain chattels within its range of application. If, for example, certain metals were to become very
scarce, it might no longer be permissible for a man to
destroy his automobile, since even after its lifetime of
service for transportation is ended, its body may be of
further usefulness when reprocessed. But we need not
elaborate on extensions of the Doctrine of Ownership
today; we wish merely to announce that we stand ready
to generate further Wisdom and Law on the matter as
circumstances may call upon us to do so.
We wish, finally, to apply these findings of law to the
Mundane case before the bar. Mine and Thine did not
seek to maintain or enhance the value of their property

by hewing the Oak tree which graces their land. They
wished, rather, to diminish their land by denuding it
of its most striking asset, an asset which Mine and Thine
themselves confess theythoroughly enjoy, excepting the
tree's penchant for hurling its feathers to the Earth's
floor so as to stand pure and stark before the Winter's
icy touch.
The matter becomes more poignant still when we consider the sustenance which the tree provides to the denizens of the People's Park, who prize the view of the tree
even when it stands stripped of its normal attire. Were
Mine and Thine the sole voyeurs of the tree, we might
be tempted to allow them to exchange one of their pleasures for the alleviation of one of their pains. But those
are not the facts before this court; others are involved
too, and their pleasures and pains must be considered
also. This particular tree, then, has acquired value above
and beyond that which attaches to trees which have no
significant following. Thus the case becomes ripe for
resolution by this Court, and we have not swerved from
our Duty to settle the matter.
The decision of the Supreme Court of Errors of Earth
is upheld, and injunctive relief is herewith granted to
appellees.
AFFIRMED.

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor:
Re Mr. Affeldt's column in the January ,
1971, issue: The Cresset is published " as a
forum for scholarly writing and informed
opinion ." In my own opinion, his column was
neither scholarly nor informed .
How cruel it must be for their friends to
read the suggestion that POW 's, their loved
ones who have been mistreated for months
and years, deserve no more than a painless
death or life imprisonment. What kind of
barbarian is Affeldt to give the impression
that POW's, presumably on both sides, be
abused , mistreated , and put to death? War is
hell enough without suggesting such a thing.
And the POW's are murderers? Will he
also meet with their wives and children and
tell them?
Chaplain Earl C. Kettler
Arlington , Virginia

Mr. Affeldt replies:
My column presented cases that can be
made for two different views of the raid on
Son Tay, and of POW's. I advocated neither
view, and I left to the reader the choice of
which of these views tallies most closely with
the facts.
Nor could a clear reading of my column
give the "impression" I advocated barban"ties.
I concur that "war is hell enough. " It is hell
not just because some quite innocent people
get killed and maimed. It is hell because i11
the hostilities otherwise good people are induced by governmental policy ~o commit bar-
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barities. This is, I think, a truth that not even
POW wives and children should be spared,
though of course the time to speak this truth
to them may have passed at the moment of
the cap4tre of their loved one.
In my concern for all POW's I can join
Chaplain K ettler in his concern for American
POW's. Not because they are (necessarily)
innocent men, but simply because they are
men.
Dear Editor:
Re Mr. Vandersee's reply to Mr. Bleeke's
letter in the January, 1971 , issue: Mr. Vandersee 's statement that "hypocrisy is the
grease that lubricates human relationships"
is one of the most immoral expressions I
have ever heard . I believe that an individual
who holds and professes such beliefs has no
business as an instructor in any educational
institution .
At some time in our lives, we may all , unhappily , have been guilty of the sin of hypocrisy, but I sincerely hope we have erred
unwittingly. I find it difficult to understand
how Mr. Vandersee can continue to serve the
student body of the University of Virginia
with the tenets he professes. That institution
has the oldest and most successful student
honor code of any university within my knowledge. I was fortunate enough to become
well acquainted with the code, since I served
at that school for more than a decade under
the presidency of the late John Lloyd New-

comb. I remember his remark to me on one
occasion, "We haven't the most brilliant students in the nation, but they do not lie and
they do not cheat!"
I have always felt that professors should
maintain standards of morality at least equal
to that of their students. If I were dissatisfied with an institution, I would at least have
the moral courage to "move on." I most certainly would not seek refuge in a plaintive
plea of "Where to, after all?"
Herman C. Hesse
Valparaiso, Indiana

Mr. Vandersee replies:
Let's see if we can straighten this out. I
quite understand Mr. Hesse's concern, but I
am unable to understand how either my column or my reply to Mr. Bleeke can be construed to mean I advocate hypocrisy. Observing a fact of life is not the same thing as carrying a banner in its defense.
Indeed, as a student journalist at Valparaiso I was often grateful for Mr. Hesse 's candor in interviews - his disdain for hypocrisy.
I can only quote myself to indicate that he and
I seem to be in fundamental agreement: "make
do with as little as possible."
I think this quest for the minimum in hypocrisy is easier for individuals than for aggregations. Which is why aggregations - such as
universities and church bodies and nations constantly need to be called to account by
those who serve them and admire their ideals.
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The Fiscal Year 1972 Defense Budget
By RICHARD NEHRING
Doctoral Candidate
Department of Political Science
Stanford University
Stanford, California

In the past two years the defense budget has been the
focal point of a considerable public controversy over
national pn·orities. Although this debate has often given
rise to more emotion than insight about the size, composition, and purposes of defense expenditure, it has nonetheless produced the useful recognition that recommended levels of defense spending are not sacrosanct. This
recognition has led to a broad array of alternative proposals for defense expenditures ranging from $40 to
$100 billion per year. I
The Nixon Administration has recently proposed
$76 billion in defense expenditures for Fiscal Year (FY)
1972 ($67 billion for the maintainence and modernization of the peacetime baseline force and $9 billion for
the incremental costs of the SE Asia war), an almost
mathematical compromise between the extremeS" of
this range. However, lower levels of expenditure are
possible, even within the outlines of current national
security policies. Specifically, excluding incremental
SE Asia war costs, I would argue that a level of defense
spending between $60 and $65 billion per year (in 1972
dollars) is both feasible and adequate. This would not
only be a slight real reduction in the amount of national resources being spent on national defense ; it would
also signal a reduction in defense expenditures to less
than 30% of total federal expenditures and 6% of the gross
national product. It remains uncertain whether the Administration will be willing to take this step.

67,000,000,000 plus 9,000,000,000 Dollars
Total defense expenditures are the most obvious and
hence the most commonly used measure of the national
emphasis on defense programs. This, together with a
few highly publicized weapon systems, provides both
the primary target for critics of high levels of defense
spending and the battle standard around which supporters of current or higher levels of spending can rally.
The proposed $76 billion in defense expenditures for
FY1972 can best be understood if seen in the light of
major trends in defense spending in the past fifteen
years. (See Table 1. Note: DOD expenditures excludes
both defense-related expenditures by the Atomic Energy Commission and veterans benefits.)
From their post-Korean War low in FY1955, defense ·
expenditures rose slowly through the latter years of
the Eisenhower Administration. Faced with the politically and strategically uncomfortable prospect of Soviet intercontinental ballistic missile numerical superiority in the early 1960's, Secretary of Defense Thomas
Gates accelerated expenditures on U.S. strategic forces
6

in late 1960. This was intensified by his successor, Robert McNamara, and, coupled with the increased emphasis President Kennedy placed on having ready conventional forces, produced the sharp increase in expenditures which occurred from FY1960 to FY1962.
However, after this sizable initial increase, total defense expenditures gradually stabilized and even began
to decline slightly (a fact which today still remains largely unrecognized) as McNamara, armed with the penetrating analyses of his capable staff, began to establish
control over the details of defense expenditure. The
potential reordering of national priorities which might
have resulted from this was of course thwarted by the
heavy costs of the increasing American involvement in
SE Asia. These reached their peak in 1968 and 1969,
pushing total defense expenditures near the heights
attained in World War II.
With the change in administrations, the gradual phasedown of the American effort in SE Asia, and the beginnings of congressional and public pressure to lower
defense spending, expenditures declined moderately
in FY1970 and FY1971. This trend has been reversed in
the FY1972 budget. A closer look at the factors determining the budget will make it clearer why this occurred.
Since FY1966, the incremental costs of the SE Asia
war have substantially affected total defense expenditures. (Incremental SE Asia war costs include both the
additional, war-time costs of forces in the baseline force
structure and the total costs of forces added because of
the war. 2 ) By excluding them from defense expenditures
sinre FY1965, a somewhat different picture of defense
spending emerges. Since that year, the expenditures for
the maintainence and modernization of peacetime forces
have increased on average at the rate of 5% per year, a
rate somewhat less than the 7% average increase in total
expenditures since that time.
Price inflation and pay increases have had an even
greater impact on total defense expenditures in the last
seven years. Excluding their impact on defense spending changes the picture dramatically. Expressed in
constant dollars, defense expenditures, less the incremental costs of the SE Asia war, have been remarkably
stable since FY1965, with a mild decline since the Nixon
Administration took office. (Severe inflation in the
past few years is the reason why the expected "peace
dividend" never materialized to the degree that was expected in 1968, despite the substantial decrease in incremental SE Asia war costs since that time.)3
This brief analysis strongly supports the claim that
real expenditures for the maintainence and modernizaThe Cresset

tion of peacetime forces did not run amok under the
protective camouflage of wartime increases in total
expenditure. On the other hand, it does not support the
claims that current levels of such expenditures are substantially less than the immediate pre-war base of FY1965
and that there are major requirements which have been
deferred because of the war which now must be met. 4
As Table 1 indicates, the real level of defense expenditures had declined moderately before the rising costs
of American involvement in SE Asia might have produced pressures for lower real levels of expenditure
for peacetime maintainence and modernization. This
decline was a consequence of both the end of the onetime costly build-up in American strategic forces and of
the effects of the DOD Cost-Reduction Program.
This program was initiated by Secretary McNamara
to provide positive incentives to more efficient management at all levels in the Department of Defense. The
full annual , i.e., recurring, effects of the initial fiveyear program (FY1962-FY1966) were officially stated to
be $5.3 billion. Since then, each annual program has
resulted in new savings - both recurring and non-recurring - of $1-2 billion annually. 5 Thus, unless new
inefficiencies have sprung up in the Department of Defense, one can conservatively estimate that by now the
Cost-Reduction Program has resulted in $6 billion in
net recurring savings, expressed in 1962 dollars. This
has an effect opposite to that of inflation, namely , as a
consequence of such efforts we are able to buy the "same"
amount of defense with less expenditure.
These considerations suggest two fundamental conclusions: (1) Assuming that basic defense policies, force
levels, and defense management practices remained unchanged from those of late 1964, a level of expenditure
no higher than $45 billion in 1962 dollars (or an estimated $70 billion in 1972 dollars) should be sufficient
for the peacetime maintainence and modernization of
U.S. military forces. A scaling down of defense policies
and reduction in force levels, such as the Administration has proposed, should result in a level of expenditure no higher than $41 billion in 1962 dollars (or an
estimated $64 billion in 1972 dollars). (2) Despite these
announced reductions and despite considerable efforts
by the Administration claiming a major shift in priorities, a substantial decline in real expenditures for peacetime maintainence and modernization from the pre-war
base of FY19656 has not yet materialized.
Changes in national priorities are, however, also indicated by the relative share of national resources devoted to national defense. As Table 2 indicates, the proportions of federal outlays and gross national product
(GNP) being spent for national defense has declined significantly since their SE Asia war peaks of FY1968, as
the Nixon Administration has claimed.
The extent to which the Administration deserves
credit for such a shift is quite another question. As Table
2 also indicates, the defense proportion of both federal
outlays and GNP began to decline steadily from FY1962
March, 1971

to the beginning of the SE Asia war. If the war had not
occurred, this trend would have continued to levels even
lower than current (FY1972) proportions, assuming a
basically stable level of real defense expenditures and an
economy growing at expected rates.
(For example, assume that the war had not occurred
and that GNP would have grown since FY1965 at the
target rate of 6% per year- 4% real growth and 2% inflation. Assuming a 2% yearly increase in defense purchases to cover inflation and a 4% yearly increase in
military pay, by FY1972 defense expenditures would
have declined to less that 5.8% of the gross national
product. Assuming that federal outlays would be the
same proportion of GNP as they are today, defense
expenditures would be less than 30% of total federal
outlays.)
The current decline in the defense share of federal
outlays and GNP is thus a consequence of the declining
incremental cpsts of the SE Asia war and of roughly stable real baseline defense expenditures during a period
of some real growth in both federal outlays and GNP.
The Administration deserves credit for this only to the
extent that it is responsible for phasing down American
Table 1: DOD Expenditures, FY1970-1972
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Sources : Annual statements by the Secretary of Defense before
the Senate Armed Services Committee, 1959-1970; Th e Budget
of the United States Government, Fiscal Year 197 2; Charles
L . Schultze, et. al. , Setting National Pn.orities: Th e 1971
Budget; Th e Washington Post (January 30 , 1971 ); the deflator
used was recently developed by the Office of the Secretary of
Defense and incorporates increases both in military pay rates
and in the prices of the commodity mix of DOD procurement.
For FY1972 I have modified it to incorporate both the $2 .4
billion across the board pay raise and the $1.5 billion incentive
pay raise for lower ranks .
Note: All figures for FY1971 and FY 1972 are estimates .
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Table 2: Defense Shares of Federal Outlays and
GNP, FY1960-1972
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Sources : Annual statements by the Secretary of Defense before
the Senate Armed Services Committee, 1959-1970 ; The Economic Report of the President, 1970: The Budget of the United
States Government, Fiscal Year 197 1; The Budget of the United
States Government, Fiscal Year 1972. The GNP figures used
were an average for the two calendar years which the fiscal
year overlaps.
Notes: All figures for FY 1971 and FY 197 2 are estimates. Total
federal outlays includes outlays from trust funds, primarily
social security, as well as federal fund outlays. If trust funds
are excluded, the trend remains unchanged , but the DOD
proportion increases approximately ten percentage points.
The calculation for the proportion of GNP of DOD expenditures
less incremental SE Asia war costs excludes SE Asia war costs
from both GNP and total DOD expenditures.

involvement in SE Asia and for maintaining a stable
level of real baseline defense expenditures, not because
it has shifted real resources out of defense in any significant degree.
The argument that total defense expenditures when
the SE Asia war ends could be within a range of $60-65
billion (in 1972 dollars) cannot solely be based on an
analysis of expenditures. One must also consider basic
defense policies, the force levels chosen in light of these
policies, and the effects of changes in both on expenditures.

Are Three Sufficient Systems
Possibly More Than SufficienH
The Nixon Administration has not yet chosen to
change U.S. strategic policies and force posture significantly. However, changes in force posture without
changing the basic direction of policy are possible which
could lower strategic force expenditures by $1-2 billion.
Around 1965 Robert MeN amara decided that the gross
size of U.S. strategic retaliatory forces should be deter-
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mined solely by what was needed to maintain an assured
destruction capability. He defined this as "the unmistakable ability to inflict an unacceptable degree of damage upon any aggressor - even after an all-out surprise
attack on the United States." Such an ability was considered sufficient to deter any aggressor from deciding
to begin a nuclear war. McNamara conservatively estimated that the ability to kill 20-25% of the population of
the Soviet Union and to destroy 50% of its industrial
capacity under these conditions would effectively deter
Soviet leaders from ever making such a decision.
However, since a nuclear war could conceivably still
occur and could begin in ways other than an all-out
surprise attact on U.S. retaliatory forces, McNamara also decided that the U.S. should have some capability to
engage in limited and controlled retaliation and to destroy withheld offensive forces of a possible aggressor.
Such capabilities, in the event a nuclear war did occur,
would give the President options other than that of retaliating against the urban population of an aggressor.
Thus he decided that U.S. strategic retaliatory forces
should also have the system characteristics, such as a
high degree of accuracy and good command and control,
necessary to perform such missions. 7
Although President Nixon has changed the terminology, declaring that U.S. strategic goal is now "sufficiency," it seems unlikely that he has altered MeN amara's
policy in any significant ways. I say "seems," because
his statement of what sufficiency means is quite vague.
The President has stated that there are four specific
criteria for strategic sufficiency. However, unlike Secretary MeN amara, he has not chosen to state what these
criteria are. He does state that they exclude both sharp
increases and sharp decreases in U.S. strategic retaliatory forces. There are, however, a considerable number
of alternatives between these two extremes.s
Although this policy (assuming that the President has
not altered it significantly) is basically sound under
current world conditions, a strong argument can be made
that the forces which the U.S. is maintaining, procuring,
and developing to meet this policy are more than sufficient. One element of U.S. strategic policy since the
middle 1960's has been to maintain three retaliatory
systems, each with different combinations of vulnerabilities, as a hedge against the possibility of the Soviet
Union achieving a technological breakthrough which
would permit them to destroy or to counter any of these
retaliatory systems before we could develop and procure the appropriate countermeasures. Because we want
to be able to deter with very high confidence, each of
our retaliatory systems - manned bombers, sea-based
missiles, and land-based missiles - has thus been and is
independently capable of delivering on target the 200
to 250 one megaton equivalent warheads considered
necessary for the assured destruction of the Soviet Union.
However, there are two lesser alternatives to this force
posture which would still enable the U.S. to maintain
a high confidence deterrent. (1) We could continue to
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maintain a mixed force of all three systems, but at lower
levels, not considering it necessary that each be sufficient by itself. This could entail, for example, a more
rapid phase-out of the B-52 C-F force, further reductions in the deployment rate of Minuteman III missiles, a phase-out without replacement of some of the
Minuteman I missiles, and a phase-out of the ten Polaris submarines which are not being converted to the Poseidon configuration. (2) We could phase out one system
entirely, relying only on a sea-based missile/manned
bomber or a sea-based missile/land-based missile combination. Such a decision could entail the immediate
cessation of all current advanced and engineering developments in the system chosen for phasing out and the
gradual phase-out of existing elements of that system
as they approached the end of their operational life.
The specific choices here, both between alternatives
and between systems if the second alternative is chosen,
depend upon the cost-effectiveness of each, estimates
of potential vulnerability to Soviet developments, and
progress in the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks in limiting and reducing strategic offensive systems.
No defense program has been more vigorously debated in the last three years than the decision to deploy
a ballistic missile defense system. However, if some current reports from Washington are correct, this issue may
soon be defused.
The Safeguard system, as proposed by President
Nixon, ultimately was to contain local defenses of Minuteman bases against a possible Soviet attack and area
defenses providing protection for SAC bomber bases .
It was also to be a defense of the national command center in Washington and protection for the American population against P<>ssible Chinese attacks and accidental
and unauthorized attacks from any source. Thus far,
Safeguard has only proceeded to the point where construction has begun at four Minuteman bases. In the
FY1972 budget, the President has also requested funds
to begin work on the ballistic missile defenses for Washington.
However, it has been reported that President Nixon
has responded favorably to a Soviet proposal that the
U.S. and the USSR limit ballistic missile defenses solely to national command centers (Washington and Moscow), provided that the Soviet Union limits deployment
of the SS-9 missiles to current levels. 9 If such an agreement could be reached within the year, construction on
other elements of the Safeguard system would be stopped, resulting in a considerable saving. Deployment of
the Minuteman III missile, with its three independently
targeted warheads, could also be stopped, since it is not
necessary if the Soviet Union limits its ballistic missile
defenses to existing levels.
Unlike strategic forces, the basic strategy upon which
planning for general purpose forces is based has been
substantially changed by the Nixon Administration. As
a consequence of this, some reductions are being made
in general purpose forces in FY1972. However, the full
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effect of these reductions has not yet shown up in proposed expenditures, and the possibility exists that they
might be offset by other increases in expenditures.

A Budget for 11 Two and One Half" Wars
During the Kennedy-Johnson Administrations, U.S.
general purpose forces were designed to be able to engage in major conventional wars with Warsaw Pact
forces in Europe and Communist forces in Asia simultaneously, while maintaining a reserve for minor contingencies in the Caribbean or elsewhere. Thus, immediately prior to our major involvement in SE Asia, the
U.S. had - to mention only some major components
of these forces - 19 combat-ready Army and Marine
divisions, 24 attack and anti-submarine aircraft carriers, and 23 Air Force tactical fighter wings.
However, the Joint Chiefs of Staff contended that
these force levels were inadequate for these three contingencies.l0 The Nixon Administration agreed with the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, but rather than increasing general
purpose forces, it decided to scale down U.S. conventional strategy.
Last year President Nixon announced that we will
"maintain in peacetime general purpose forces adequate
for simultaneously meeting a major Communist attack
in either Europe or Asia, assisting allies against nonChinese threats in Asia, and contending with a contingency elsewhere." 11 Under this doctrine, priority is
being given to Europe, a priority which was underscored
by the President's commitment last fall to maintain the
present levels of U.S. conventional forces in Europe
unless there are parallel (and presumably negotiated)
reductions in Warsaw Pact forces. However, U.S. conventional forces in substantial numbers are being withdrawn from the Philippines, South Korea, and Thailand.
As replacements for these, the Nixon Administration is
pushing a build-up in the conventional capabilities of
our Asian allies, financed by increases in American military assistance. Whether a skeptical Congress will agree
to this remains to be seen.
With the force reductions stemming from this change,
U.S. general purpose force levels will by the end of
FY1972 be down to 16 Army and Marine divisions, 16
attack and anti-submarine carriers, and 21 Air Force
tactical fighter wings. There have been some unofficial
reports that further reductions may be forthcoming,
but these have not yet been officially acknowledged.
The effect of these reductions on total expenditures
should be at least $4 billion in 1962 dollars, 12 suggesting that FY1972 expenditures for peacetime maintainence and modernization could be around $40-41 billion
in 1962 dollars (or $63-64 billion in 1972 dollars). A
reduction to this level does not occur in the FY1972 budget however. This is most likely a consequence of reductions in military personnel levels lagging behind the
reductions in force levels. The announced reductions in
force levels entails reductions in military personnel
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strength to no more than 2.3 million men. However,
the currently estimated personnel strength for the end
of FY1972 is 2.5 million men. Reducing this to the 2.3
million level would produce $2 billion less expenditures
(in current dollars).
Whether such reductions in expenditure will show up
in the FY1973 budget depends on Administration decisions on the rate and extent of technological modernization in general purpose forces. So far, it has indicated
that it intends to push this strongly, thus raising the
possibility that real increases in expenditures here will
offset reductions in expenditures resulting from reductions in force levels.
The public justification which the Administration has
given for an accelerated rate of modernization is that
some needed modernization was deferred during the
SE Asia war. However, since real levels of expenditure
for peacetime maintainence and modernization did not
decline during this period, this is simply not convincing. One is inclined to suspect that if some proposed
modernization was deferred during theSE Asia war, it
was because Secretaries McNamara and Clifford did not
think that it was really needed.
It may nevertheless be the case that a faster rate of
modernization in some elements of our forces is justified. If so, the Administration should produce caseby-case justifications, based on such factors as specific
increases in the capabilities of potential enemies which
are not being offset by existing rates of modernization.
Higher current expenditures for modernization may
also be justified on an economic replacement basis, i.e.,
modernization may provide the same capability for less
cost over a five-to-ten year period. If such justifications
are not forthcoming, lower real levels of expenditure
should be.
This article has demonstrated that there is a realistic possibility that defense expenditures can be in the
range of $60-65 billion in 1972 dollars once SE Asia war

expenditures end. However, one can expect that there
will be major bureaucratic pressures for higher levels
of expenditure. Whether expenditures actually decline
to this level will depend in part of what the Administration thinks it can get by with. Hence, continuing pressure to reduce defense expenditures, as crude and poorly focused as it tends to be, may still serve a useful purpose.
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D. H. Lawrence: Poet of Death and Resurrection
By HERBERT M . ORRELL
Department of English
Long Island Lutheran High School
Brookville, New York

D. H. Lawrence once predicted it would take three
hundred years before his books were understood. Considering the snarling, spiteful reception he received
during his lifetime, it is easy to understand his pessimism. Even so friendly a critic as Middleton Murry confessed he was not always sure what Lawrence was up to.
Still, Murry made at least one comment about Lawrence's work which is marvelously perspicacious. While
conceding that most of Lawrence's contemporaries
wrote novels "more objectively conceived, poems more
concentrated . .. ." he thought that beside Lawrence's
work they were "frigid and futile" because they were
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not commensurate with man's deepest needs. "Our
modern art is all obviously irremediably minor," Murry
says. "And it must necessarily be minor, as long as its
aim is to be art." (Emphasis added.) Murry, however,
then accepts the current cliche that Lawrence deliberately forsook art to be a "prophet, psychologist, a philosopher, but more than any other single thing, the great
life-adventurer of modem times." 1
If Murry did not always understand Lawrence, he
was quick to recognize Lawrence's intentions. R. P.
Blackmur likewise credits Lawrence with high intentions but charges him with utter failure to objectify his
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inspiration in poetic terms. In Blackmur's view Lawrence was never able to find the vehicle for expressing
his admittedly powerful inspirations and insights, with
the result that his poetry, furiously honest though it may
be, is no more than ruins. Blackmur's diagnosis is that
Lawrence fell victim to what he calls "the plague of expressive form, the fallacy that inspiration, if it is intensely enough felt, will somehow find its proper vehicle." 2
W. H. Auden, too, has his doubts about expressive form,
although he does not go to Blackmur's lengths of dismissing it altogether.
Still, despite Auden's and Blackmur's reservations,
expressive form comes to us with high credentials. Early
in the nineteenth century no less an authority than
Coleridge had said that the work of the true genius would
not lack its own particular form. If Blackmur objects
to what he calls "expressive form" then what does he
have to say about Shakespeare, who, as everyone knows,
was considered barbarous by the neo-classic critics precisely because he violated the classical canons? And was
not Thomas Rymer so offended by Othello that all he
could say of it was that its moral, if it had any moral
at all, could not be any more than that a lady should
look to her linen? Few today would agree with Rymer's
dismissal of Othello because the play does not fit into
the classical categories.
The issue for critics often seems to be whether the
form objectifies the intention of the work or whether it
does not. To Blackmur only the traditional form is the
correct form. He regrets that Lawrence never bothered
to master the intricacies of rhyme and metre since, if
he had, it might have saved him as a poet. But from the
evidence of Lawrence's early work, the chances are more
likely that traditional form would have stultified Lawrence as a poet - just as traditional form would have
stultified Whitman as a poet. Blackmur's real gravamen
against Lawrence was less, it seems to me, that Lawrence
used organic form than that his particular insight "lacks
the protection and support of a rational imagination."
But that is altogether a different matter. If the latter
charge is true, then nothing would have saved Lawrence as a poet.
Fortunately, Lawrence has not left us in doubt as to
his meanings and intentions. In his Poetry of the Present Lawrence makes his own highly individual comments about his type of poetry. "Do not ask," he says,
"for the qualities of the unfading, timeless gems. Ask
for the whiteness which is the seethe of mud, ask for that
incipient putrescence which is the skies falling, ask for
that never-pausing, never-ceasing life itself. There must
be mutation, swifter than iridescence, haste, not rest,
come-and-go, not fixity, inconclusiveness, immediacy,
the quality of life itself, without denouement or close ....
This is the unrestful, ungraspable poetry of the sheer
present, poetry whose very permanence lies in its windlike transit."3
Far from being a weakness, as Blackmur contends,
it is precisely this intimacy, this inconclusiveness, which
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in the opinion of Vivian de Sola Pinto constitutes Lawrence's strength. In his Introduction to The :Jomplete
Poems of D. H. Lawrence Professor Pinto holds that
Lawrence fully meets the poetic challenge of the age,
which is to find a form which is compatible with the
time we live in - a task which he describes as one of
enormous difficulty, "requiring heroic self-confidence
and technical skill of the highest order." 4 Finding a
suitable form is of course the task of any artist but with
contemporary poets the problem is complicated by the
steady disintegration of traditional modes into more
personal modes of expression. As Professor Pinto puts
it, the poet may no longer wear a mask which he hopes
may be identical with the sensibility of his age. For
Lawrence, the problem is further complicated by the rejection of science and machinery and the primacy of
the intellect. It may be argued, as Pinto has suggested,
that in our day the only meaningful poetic form is the
novel. Pinto, however, asserts Lawrence was able in
his poetry to speak in a highly personal and individual
idiom which was foreclosed to him in his novels.
The form which finally evolved, after much experimentation, was one modeled largely on Whitman. Lawrence himself confessed that Whitman was his great
liberator. To Whitman's free verse, however, and to
his peculiarly American bardic chant, Lawrence wedded
a mythological imagery which, in his poems on death
and resurrection, is never mere decoration. Rather,
it is a effort to recapture both the feeling patterns and
thought modes of pre-Socratic man. These patterns and
modes are not rationalistic, but intuitive, animistic.
Pre-Socratic man, as Lawrence says in Apocalypse, did
not think in a straight line, from t1 to t2, as it were, but
cyclically, with image succeeding image, each creating
its own feeling-state, with no necessary terminus or denouement. The word THEREFORE does not exist,
that terrible incubus lying on every work since the beginnings of rationalism, and so there is no arriving at
an end because there is nowhere to go.

A Comparison of Lawrence and Donne on Death
In almost every work of the rationalistic imagination,
on the other hand, the thought proceeds linearly, with
each image leading to the next image, and we do not
really grasp the full import of the work until the concluding lines. (Consider Shakespeare's sonnets, for
example.) Understanding depends on our going through
an inductive process and winding up with heightened
knowledge. We emerge convinced that something has
been shown to be true. But this is not the way of the
Hebraic Psalms, for example, and it is not Lawrence's
way. For Lawrence, life is not something to reason about
but to be in touch with.
To understand further what Lawrence seeks to do
in his poetry it is helpful to compare one of his poems
or "wind-like transit" with a gem of traditional poetry.
Consider, for example, John Donne's Death, Be Not
Proud and Lawrence's The Ship of Death, both of which
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deal with death and resurrection.
Donne's sonnet is rough hewn and rugged, colloquial,
syllogistic, unsentimental. It is metaphysical poetry,
which means, among other things, that it is concerned
with making a statement which would appeal to a seventeenth-century elite audience. (Donne's poems were
circulated among the intelligentsia long before they
were printed for a general audience.) Such an elite audience was charmed by Donne's powers of argumentation.
And this is precisely what Donne delivers in Death, Be
Not Proud, opening with the proposition that, despite
popular belief, death is not mighty and dreadful, and
supporting his thesis through three quatrains in the
form of a syllogism, a fortiori argumentation, and culminating, in the closing couplet, with the paradox,
"Death, thou shalt die."
In an age which considers death as the end it is not
surprising that a poem which seeks to persuade us that
death is not final can no longer be valued for its content but only for its technical virtuosity. Ironically, the
very virtues that make for the poem's beauty - its powerful images and conceits, its paradox - also militate
against its credibility in a Freudian age which tends to
suspect reasoning as hardly more than wishful thinking
or epistemological bias. Since the metaphysical poets,
science has irreversibly transformed not only the physical world but man's consciousness as well.
No amount of ratiocination, regardless of how brilliantly conceived and carried out, will convince an age
which knows all about wish fulfillment of the reality of
the resurrection. Lawrence's task as a poet (and as a
novelist) was to make the supreme human experiences
once again real, and this requires a new vision - or,
as suggested, the revitalization of an older vision. In
Lawrence's final poems, therefore, life and death become
plastic, wind-like transits, part of a larger whole. "Love,"
Lawrence had said in one of his essays, "is not a goal,
it is only a traveling. Likewise death is not a goal; it is
a traveling asunder into elemental chaos. And from elemental chaos all is cast forth again into creation. Therefore death is also but a . ... melting pot."
Toward the end of his life Lawrence turned increasingly to the great themes of death and rebirth. In fact,
it could be said, as Richard Aldington has said, that
Lawrence's final verse is really one poem which could
be fittingly called The Ship of Death. Yet there are
earlier signs. In Almond Blossom, written, it is thought,
in 1922, the renewal which is spring is celebrated in the
blossoming of the almond tree, to all appearances dead
and yet, miraculously, capable of a burst of life which
defies reason and circumstance. Even insensate metal,
even iron, is infused with the joy of rebirth.
The almond tree
December's bare hooks sticking out of the earth ..
Nay, what a heart of delicate super-faith,
Iron breaking.
The rusty sword of almond trees.
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Later in the poem, the almond tree is equated with
Christ, "Sweating his drops of blood through the longnigh ted Gethsemane." All creation then joins in a hymn
of praise, "the dog star baying epithalamion." The movement of the poem is upward from death and darkness
into light and color,
Oh honey-bodied beautiful one,
Come forth from iron,
Red your heart is ....
Knots of pink, the fish-silvery
In heaven , in blue, blue heaven
Soundless, bliss-ful, wide-rayed,
honey-bodied
Red at the core,
Red at the core,
Knotted in heaven upon the fine light.
In this poem Lawrence bids us to partake of rebirth,
to experience the sweep and expanse of the heavens
"in the long dark nights of the evening star, and Sirius,
and the Aetna snow-wind through the long night," to
be present as the tree struggles through its rusty sword
blade to break into blossom.
Almond Blossom is a particularly fine instance of
what Lawrence meant in his Poetry of the Present. This
experience cannot be felt in the polished metrics of the
"unfading, timeless gems," which, as Professor Pinto
says, are always either about the past or the future but
almost never about the present, the ungraspable moment. And so Almond Blossom ends:

Open,
Open,
Five times wide open
Six times wide open,
And given, and perfect;
And red at the core with the last sore-heartedness,
Sore-hearted -looking.
In the poem nothing is proved, nothing is resolved,
there is no denouement; we are left peering into the
heart of the almond blossom as it opens, opens, and there
is no tidy conclusion. Nothing is said, although much is
implied, about the blossom's meaning. In a sense the
poem has no point, if by point we mean some kind of
sententia which we can take to heart and remember, as
we might take to heart or commit to memory a couplet
of Alexander Pope. This is the poetry of "wind-like
transit," immediate, inconclusive, the poetry of the
ungraspable present. There is no law in the verse Lawrence wrote, no melodic line, and Lawrence himself
thought that all that could be done in this kind of creative effort was to prune away the cliches of rhythm and
phrase, as Whitman did in his verse, " ... get rid of the
stereotyped movements and the old hackneyed associations of sound or sense, break down those artificial
conduits and canals through which we do so love to force
our utterance . . . break the stiff neck of habit." 5
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Souls Oozing through the Cruel Bruise
With The Ship of Death, a poem of startling grandeur,
Lawrence confirms Murry's contention that he dealt
with the ultimate truths and deepest needs of mankind
in a way that no contemporary was able to equal, much
less surpass.
In The Ship of Death we are invited to take part in a
journey, this time a journey of the body into death and
the soul's emergence into new life. In the opening twoline stanza the tone - a tone of overwhelming gravity
- is set by the images of falling fruit in autumn. These
symbolize the time of separation, of farewell. In the
succeeding stanza the gloom thickens with the coming
of frost, the "grim frost, when the apples will fall/ thick,
almost thundrous, on the hardened earth." Death is
everywhere, it thunders on the ground, it is in the air
like the smell of ashes.
Not only the falling fruit but our souls are likewise
bruised, "our souls oozing through the exit of the cruel
bruise." Not only individual death but collective death
as well is our fate. "Our soul cowers naked in the dark
rain over the flood/ cowering in the last branches of the
tree of our life." There is no turning back. We must make
ready for the trip into nothingness. Therefore we must
prepare our ship, furnish it with oars, little cakes, and
cooking pans for the voyage into oblivion. Yet, despite
the brave affirmation of faith symbolized by the humble
implements to provide for the soul's needs,
There is no port, there is nowhere to go
only the deepening blackness darkening still
blacker upon the soundless, ungurgling flood
darkness at one with darkness, up and down
and sideways utterly dark, so there is no
direction anymore.
and the little ship is there; yet she is gone.
She is not seen, for there is nothing to see her by.
somewhere she is there.
Nowhere!
In this extraordinary stanza the trochees "darkening,"
"blacker," "blackness" are like the hammer strokes of
doom. At the same time the hurried tempo of the lines,
the lack of pauses, convey organically the directionless,
ever-deepening immensity and blackness of infinity,
unreachable, ungraspable. Note too the image "ungurgling," which in its negative form conveys the absence of
the sound we might expect on water. The little ship
makes no sound as it moves across the flood, because
silence is, after all, the complement of blackness, of
darkness, until at last there is no division between upper darkness and lower darkness.
There is no mistaking that this is death, very death .
The little ship is swallowed up; she is gone, gone. But
because Lawrence had always insisted that there is no
disjunction between life and death, so there is no disjunction between death and resurrection. Indeed, one
without the other is meaningless. If Lawrence were truly
obsessed with death, as Blackmur claimed he was, the
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poem would have ended with the swallowing of the
ship in darkness. But this is not the end; in the second
half of the poem the tone lightens and rises in affirmation
of the glory of the resurrection. Yet because there is a
difference between life and death the two cannot be run
together. The grave is real, but life beyond the grave is
also real.
But just as the advent of dawn cannot be separated
from the close of night, so death cannot be separated
from resurrection. Therefore the image of dawn is the
absolutely right one for the resurrection of the body.
The thread-like break in the blackness, fuming slowly,
fitfully, becomes a flush of yellow and the frail body
"like a worn sea-shell/ emerges strange and lovely."
Throughout The Ship of Death the frailty of the
bruised flesh, the frailty of the little bark on which the
soul set sail, are heightened by opposing them to the
engulfing blackness and the rising flood of death. At
the end of life all that remains to sustain the soul is
trust, as exemplified in the accoutrements of the ship,
that somehow the little vessel will survive the voya~e.
It takes a poet of exceptional resources to make this
event real for the twentieth-century reader. That Lawrence does succeed in this poem is a tribute to the power
of his sensibility and to the masterful organization of
his material.
In its calm, untroubled spirit of acceptance one is
reminded of Whitman's apostrophe to Death - "Come,
Strong Deliveress" - in his great poem, When Lilacs
Last in the Dooryard Bloomed. But beyond its personal
dimension there is a more comprehensive one; the poem
is also a metaphor heralding the advent of the new man
freed from his limiting and imprisoning ego and reunited with the powerful rhythms of the universe. As
Tom Marshall has said, in this poem Lawrence is the
Noah of the imagination, the adventurer who will survive the rising of the waters and will preside over the
creation of a new and glorious race. 6 Lawrence believed
that our scientific, rationalistic civilization is doomed
and must be replaced by new and higher forms of life.
And he believed it was his mission to light the way.
I have called Lawrence the poet of death and resurrection because I believe this aspect is the pivot of his
life and writings. One can see today how directly
Lawrence speaks to our own age, forty years removed.
In view of the era's concerns, it is not surprising that
his work, so long neglected, invites our attention anew.
It is to be hoped that in addition to his fiction, his poetry
will make a similar claim on our interest.
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Music

To Mark

This monthly column does not often give itself over
to a review of current performance. The campus from
which it is written is no center of professional productions. An occasional visiting-artist recital is the extent
of our experience of the artistic worJd out there. The
school is within the bounds of the Chicago megalopolis
but administrative and pedagogical obligations prevent
much drinking at that fount of musical pleasures. (Pause
here for snide remarks about the Windy City's water
supply by those east of the Hudson.)
The lack of current news and reviews burdens the
writer's conscience. Is he faithful to this magazine's stated
purpose? The sins of omission make the many sins committed on this page the more heinous.
But Chicago provides one advantage at least to the
guilt-ridden professor. It has a symphony orchestra
which is second to none (even New Yorkers came to this
admission last year) and that orchestra is not dominated
by the personality of one man. The Chicago Symphony
has two musical directors whose contracts free them for

European contracts and guest appearances. The consequences of this arrangement are that Chicago has a
long list of guest conductors each season and the subscriber has opportunity to hear a variety of the world's
best directors leading one of the world's finest instruments, The results of such collaboration may be taken as
accurate measure of the musical attitudes and ambitions
of several prominent conductors.
George Solti's star remains in the ascendant. He makes
balancing the London Symphony and Chicago look easy.
A commuter's schedule of rehearsals and recordings
seems not to impair the quality of his performances at
all. His programs are solid stuff chosen with a concern
for symphonic concert traditions and the integrity of
his medium. Mahler remains an unfavorite with this
listener but Solti is the best salesman around. It was h is
Bruckner that took Carnegie Hall by storm last Fall.
In December his Beethoven was a heady draught of
olympian ambrosia.
Carlo Maria Giulini, the associate musical director in

Paul----------------------------------------------------It is customary a mong many to view the
apostle Pa ul through the experiences of Marti n Luther . T hey see Paul, first and foremost ,
as conscience-ridden man who was turned
about by his discovery of grace and forgiveness. If, however , we see Paul as a first century Jew who lived. between the two great
symbols of the past and future - the Torah
and the Messiah - the message of guilt and
forgiveness is put in a different perspective
and we find ourselves looking at a man who
was unlike Luther in many way s.
Saul had found his motivation for living
in the traditions handed down from the past.
What stopped him short and turned him about
was the blinding light of the Messiah vision
being fulfill ed. When the new Paul arose to
live his life again , he fed on that vision of
the fu ture, became an apostle of the Christ,
a nd participa ted in what he believed to be
messiani c fulfillmen t.
T he following sketches are an attempt to
articulate parts of the message of the Messiah 's apostle. The titles are Greek, for the
sketches are the results of my struggling with
the Greek text.

To Thelema Tou Theou
Who can safely use Torah?
To do the will of my Maker
I must be as one
who is eager to know
and willing to walk in the darkness
toward beckoning light.
I must be as Abraham,
father of all those who follow
- embracing the day
before it has dawned.
Only such men can know
the will of the Lord.
Only such men
can live by instruction.

Ho Paidagogos Eis Christou
All that is past
is what leads to the present
and the present is no more
than the glance of a moment
flashing from the knife's edge
that severs the past from tomorrow.
The moment that is now
is the threshold of the future
and if we do not live
that beckoning tomorrow
we shall not prevail ;
we shall not live
but as dead men.
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Anastasis
If there is no rising from death,
then life is but death
- for despite length of days
and pride of accomplishment,
All its paths lead to the grave.

Basileia Tou Theou
God's world is not that world
defined by customs
and rituals
and sacred traditions.
No, indeed.
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RICHARD S. HANSON

Yet there is no rising from death
unless one has risen
to conquer all death,
be Lord of all life
and beckon us onward to living.
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For God's world is a world
of exploding joy,
exuberant growth
and the vibrant calm
of a garden.
The Cresset
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1-----------------------------------Chicago, is obviously aware of his audience. His mannerisms on the podium (rather precious) and his choice
of program seem directed to the Women's Auxiliary of
the Orchestral Association. His musical home is the
opera house, and a certain theatrical effect takes precedence over the composer's integrity of thought. Does he
mean to look like Laurence Harvey in a mediocre film
about this conductor who is in love with this beautiful
woman whose .. . ?
Claudio Abbado gave us a concert that exhibited the
competence and concem of a careful craftsman. If it
seemed to lack the spark of greatness, it may have been
only the memory of the preceding Solti performance
haunting the hall. The concerto accompaniment provided by Abbado was elegant, lucid, and an encouragement to any soloists. This was, like a Solti performance,
music-making from a selfless belief in the worth of the
music being played.
That same abandonment of selfishness to the composer's will and imagination marks Charles Mackerras'

r men called Adam.
ia1' man who is hom of the earth

Ifor the grave,

tained
of those who precede him,
s pride,
failure,
Jth burdens within him.
i he who has seen what shall be

r:

performances. In Chicago his hearty Australian-English
style was refreshment in the midst of so much GermanicItalian programming. It was obvious to the listeners that
this man enjoyed and esteemed the orchestra and that
they in tum appreciated his confidence in them by an
easy cooperation.
Not so with Eric Leinsdorf. The Wunderkind seems
old and the times have changed. His program was an
insulting display of personality. Leinsdorf was performed that night; the composers were used to create
the final ovation. Varese, though inappropriate to the
occasion, was to show us that the old man still listened
to new music and to show the Chicagoans a thing or two.
Weill's Three Penny Opera Suite gave us Leinsdorf the
bon vivant and pops music fan. Tchaikovsky came after
intermission to demonstrate what a conductor can make
a composer do in spite of his intentions.
Well, you pays your money and, in Chicago at least,
you takes your choice.

All men are flesh
whose bones shall be laid in the grave.
Only those who unfold and touch
become body
and, in finding themselves
to be part of a much larger creature,
they become the mystery of life that endures.

Pis tis, Elpis Kai Agape
There are three forms of life that endure:
lliOne
that which dares to emerge from the womb
s permitted
to embrace the day,
1r:ywell told.
that which looks for the flower to bloom
the wind
and rejoices to pray,
the sky
and, most of all , that which binds us
s the King of Tomorrow.
as brothers,
summoned by one common Spirit,
be Adam who is hom from the earth
crying Abba to God
he less noble for that.
and extending our hands to each other.
.dam is hom of the Wind
Bby Vision and Voice.
Ho Christos (a liturgy)
a
tissue of death,
in the soil of the past,
It the touch of each moment,
~sformed to body
hat is, as a part to its parts,
ty of organic perfection.
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By WILLIAM F. EIFIIIG, JR.

This is our Hope
prepared by the Lord our Creator
from the beginning:
that out of our death we should rise.

This is the End
of Adam and all of creation
from the beginning:
that the image of God should be glorious.

He was born in our flesh
from the womb
of our past
but He has prevailed.
This is the One
that we are designed to become
from the beginning:
the body made perfect by members.

He summons us all to be filled
by his breath
and He is our head.
This is the Mystery
which Life in its wisdom has promised
from the beginning:
that we should be sons of the Highest.

He touches our lips
with the embers of love
that we may say Father.

He became death for all who are dead
but He has arisen.
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From the Chapel

Jesus, the Liberator
By WILL HERZFELD

Associ•t• Secr•t•ry
Dep•rtment of Church •nd Community Pl•nning
The Luth•r•n Council in the United St•t•• of Americ•

This doctrine of the cross is sheer folly to those on their
way ·to ruin, but to us who are on our way to salvation
it is the power of God. Scripture says, "/will destroy the
wisdom of the wise and bring to nothing the cleverness
of the clever." Where is your wise man now, your man of
learning, or your subtle debater - limited, all of them,
to this passing age? God has made the wisdom of this
world look foolish. As God in his wisdom ordained,
the world failed to find him by its wisdom, and he chose
to save those who have faith by the folly of the Gospel.
Jews called for miracles, Greeks looked for wisdom, but
we proclaim Christ - yes, Christ nailed to the cross;
and though this is a stumbling-block to Jews and folly
to Greeks, yet to those who have heard his call, Jews and
Greeks alike, he is the power of God and the wisdom of
God.
I Corinthians 1:18-24 N.E.B.

Jesus is the power of God, the wisdom of God, and the
love of God. The biblical writers witness to a new wisdom, new power, and new love which they experienced
in Jesus, the liberator.
It was a strange liberation that captured them. Paul,
the writer of my text, was a case in point. He had been a
persecutor of the early Christians and then found himself turned around and persecuted as a messenger of
Christ.
Paul was turned by a new wisdom, power, and love
not of this world but of God. "While we were yet helpless," he writes to the Roman church, "at the right time
Christ died for the ungodly. Why, one will hardly die
for a righteous man - though perhaps for a good man
one will dare even die. But God shows his love for us
in that while we were yet sinners Christ died for us ."
"Christ died for us," Paul says, and we are free to
live. And Christ lives, and we are free to die. Christ
opens up new life from God which is the life of grace.
"By the grace of God," exults Paul, "I am what I am."
Paul was emancipated by grace through faith and given
a new understanding of himself in Jesus, the liberator.
The dilemma of much preaching of Christ is that over
1900 years later the Jesus who liberates is too often identified with the oppresive structures and forces of the prevailing society. His teachings and life have been used
to justify wars and the exploitation of poor and oppressed people of the world. In his name the most vicious
form of racism has been condoned and even advocated.
In a tragically limiting sense the Jesus of the dominant
institutions has been white, straight-haired, blue-eyed,
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and dressed in beautiful garb - all images of the oppressor. This "Whiteness" of Jesus has prevailed to the
extent that Brown, Red, Yellow, and Black peoples were
denied, and are still being denied, full Christian fellowship in a church claiming to be his church.
I am aware of the fact that I speak this to men and
women who may have trouble embracing a different
understanding and image of Jesus, the liberator. But
you should expect some questioning of the interpretations of the Christian faith by White preachers and
theologians in the light of what I, as a Black preacher,
understand from the text and from the situation in which
I find myself. And as a Black preacher I do my thinking
on such interpretations of the Christian faith in the same
way as many Black preachers and many Black Americans do.
I find I must "detheologize" much of what Blacks have
been given as an interpretation of Jesus. And I must
·s peak out of my own experience of life and my understanding of Jesus as he is presented here in my text.
The sllbject of all preaching is Jesus Christ. As Paul
says, "We proclaim Christ - yes, Christ nailed to the
cross." Lent is a time when Christians tum their thoughts
most especially toward the suffering and death of Jesus.
This is a time for pondering again not only his suffering and death but also what his entire life means to the
world at this time.
"Detheologizing" means the recovery of the humanity
of Jesus in all its depth, length, breadth, and height.
The New Testament does not hide the human realities
which confronted Jesus from the barn in Bethlehem to
the city dump of Jerusalem. The realism is naked and
stark. Jesus was born in a bam. Wrapped in a blanket
used for sick cattle. Grew up with no place to lay his
head. And died on a city dump.
Jesus' life is life with the poor, the outcast, and the
homeless as one of them. Where the human need is
deepest, the situation most desperate, and the pain the
sharpest, that is precisely where Jesus is.
Now, most of the world's babies are not born in the
palaces of kings or the government house of prime ministers or the manses of bishops. Most of the world's babies are born in the ghettoes of corrupt cities, in mud
houses and huts, in disintegrated cottages with cracked
floors and stuffed walls where the muffled cries of unattended mothers mingle with the screams of new born
infants. Such was the humanity of the birth of the liberator, and such was the humanity of the death of the liberator when he died between thieves.
The Cresset

The humanity of Jesus is identified with the whole
world of man in its miseries, slavery, frustration, and
hopelessness. And the divinity of Jesus is a divinity of
service to that same whole world. The New Testament
words used to express this service to men is a word which
ha~ been much abused- saviour, or liberator.
When the biblical writers used "saviour" in reference
to Jesus they were attempting to describe the manner
and the way in which Jesus identified himself completely with others and how he entered into the world of misery and suffering and provided himself as the means for
liberation and renewal. The early believers who witnessed his ministry of service, love, and liberation right up
to the cross reached an astounding conclusion: Jesus is
the revelation of a new wisdom, power, and love. He
makes a new freedom available to men by the liberating
power of God. Jesus is God acting in the sufferings of
men and enabling them to realize their God-given potentials as human beings and as sons of God.
The early Christians saw in Jesus a sufficiency for
their needs and the needs of all men. You and I know
that the only way to life is to touch. The real needs of
men are to be met. You cannot lift a man without touch-

ing him. Jesus is saying to the church, the people of
God, that the church must not linger overlong sitting on
red cushioned seats in temperature-controlled auditoriums. It was in such a cathedral that Kierkegaard observed "an anemic preacher preached anemic gospel
about an anemic Christ to an anemic congregation."
Rather, the church building where we are now must
be a point of departure as well as place of gathering, a
departure into the world to touch it as dirty as it is in
the here and now. In our world, too, there is the call to
a ministry of identifying, loving, and liberation. We
must recognize that to be a Christian is not to hold views
about Jesus but rather to become contemporaries in his
ministry of identifying, loving, and liberation.
To be a Christian is to be committed to the man Jesus
in spite of the world's rejection of him, in spite of Christiandom's betrayal of him, and in spite of the social stigma in accepting and following him. To be a Christian is
to stand with Jesus and participate in his ministry of
love and liberation in a world where men are crucified
on crosses of poverty, racism, war, and exploitation. To
be a Christian is to be liberated by the power of God and
to enter into the ministry of Jesus, the liberator. Amen.

Political Affairs

Changing Course
----------------------------------------------------------------------------·yALBERTR.TROST

Paradoxically, for a man who views himself as mildly conservative, President Nixon is moving more and
more toward a majoritarian posture in rhetoric and
action. The conservative democratic posture has always
been more associated with individualism and the protection of minority rights in the United States. Populism
is the tradition in American political thought that is
associated with majoritarianism. With George Wallace
in the 1968 presidential race, it was difficult to hear or
see any populistic appeals in either of the major party
candidates. In fact, populism has usually been associated
with third-party candidates since the Civil War.
The Democrats and the Republicans in recent times
have seen the path to victory in a presidential election
as one leading them through the territories of many
minorities that could only be held together by the loosest and most ambiguous kind of campaign appeal. Goldwater in 1964 ignored the pluralistic nature of the majority needed to win and lost the election by over 20
percentage points. The lesson of the recent past then
seems to be that only in the most severe kind of economic
crisis, where incomes and social status may be leveled,
is it possible to win a national election with a popular
appeal to an undifferentiated majority.
Beginning in the campaign for the 1970 congressional
election, the spokesmen for the Nixon administration
began speaking and acting as if they had indeed found a
March, 1971

homogeneous majority in America. The symbol for
this popular majority was "middle America." Its homogeneity rested on income (possibly in the $8,000 to
$25,000 annual income range) primarily, but it also carried implications of race and residence outside of thy
core city. In fairness to the appeal of these spokesmen,
one would have to say that religious and regional associations were glossed over. The "middle American"
could live anywhere and belong to any church. The
only crucial requirement for membership in this majority is that one's income be high enough to bring a feel
ing of personal security.
The results of the 1970 election were ambiguous in
indicating whether such a majority existed in fact. Evidently President Nixon found nothing in the results to
disrourage him from his populist course. The State of
the Union message, delivered in January, gives evidence
of the continuation of the majoritarian course. The
prime example is the President's design for a "new
federalism" to be carried to fruition primarily through
the roncept of revenue-sharing. The rationalizations for
the plan certainly contain nothing that offends the conservative support for the President. Returning power to
the states has long been associated with American conservatism, because it allows certain minorities to increase their influence. Southern whites are a good example of a group that is a minority at the national level
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but in a stronger position in fifteen state govemments.
The same advantage accrues to the rural voter in the
adjustment of the federal relationship that Nixon proposes. That these two groups are themselves conservative and would so change social policy in their states
adds more appeal for American conservatism.
Are minority interests better protected by retuming
power to the states according to the Administration's
revenue-sharing plan? If one is talking about the black
minorities in most states, or the minority of people who
live in large cities in many states, or the rural poor, the
answer is no. This consequence can be better seen by
shaxpening the detail of the revenue-sharing plan.
In order to retum much-needed money to state and
local govemments in large enough amounts to avoid
crisis at these levels, new federal money will not be sufficient. In fact, out of the $16 billion that Nixon proposed
retuming to the states, $10 billion would be channeled
from existing national programs that result in grantsin-aid to the states. Entire grant-in-aid programs in education, housing, and transportation are to be dismantled.
With the new money, and the old money from dismantled programs, flowing back to the states, power will also retum. The plethora of guidelines that were attached
to the old "categorical grants" are also to be dismantled.
State and local govemments will have much more freedom in determining not only priorities among programs, but also priorities among groups in the states.
The problem here is that populism is more frequent at
the state level. Appeals are more often to a homogeneous majority in many states. Govemor Reagan of Cal-

ifomia is a very good example of such an appeal. The
majorities in most states are white and middle-class.
The neglect of minorities by the states may be foreshadowed by a recent action of the Indiana Senate reacting to national guidelines for the Aid to Families with
Dependent Children program. A resolution was passed
39-9 with bipartisan support which branded national
regulations that order payments to families under a
specified income as "a nullification of the state's moral
laws, natural laws and statutory laws." Surely this is an
adequate expression of the majority" in Indiana toward
the ill-famed AFDC program, but it is taken at the expense of a minority.
Majority rule is certainly a legitimate concept in a
democratic political system. However, majority rule in
the United States, particularly at the national level, has
to be considered as the construction of a coalition of
minorities. This pluralism is what many political scientists believe to be the saving feature of the American
political system in achieving both democracy and social
integration. Because almost every group is the object of
a differentiated appeal, they see some benefit for themselves in supporting the political system. To by-pass
many of these groups is to risk their alienation. There
may be a homogeneous majority in America. President
Nixon may even be correct in perceiving it to be mildly
conservative and in line with his personal preferences.
For the sake of the minorities and for what social integration and community we have achieved in the United
States, it is to be hoped that the populistic-majoritarian
course will be abandoned by the President and his partisan colleagues.

The Mass Media

The Great American Dream Machine

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------By RICHARD LEE
Fresh strawberry crepes from the vender in the Sausalito
harbor ... Joan Baez Harris singing David's song . . .
Little, white Methodist churches on the prairies . . .
Cesar Chavez living the sacramental life toward canonization.
Buster Keaton movies .. . Jesse Jackson preaching black
grace under white pressure ... The summit of Mount Mitchell
on a clear Carolina night ... The rubbery aroma of virgin
tennis balls ... Jimi Hendrix's soulful rendering of the
national anthem . .. Any inch of an Indiana autumn ...
Peanut butter Dairy Queen sundaes ...
I overshot again .

I often blink during commercials and quickly tick off
ten things, lovely and real, before I open my eyes again.
I find it gives me fast, temporary relief from the world
in my TV set.
Even better is one's own experience to break the hold
of TV on his sense of reality. One must go into his classroom and find the young possessed of the very same
virtues and vacuities as their parents. Otherwise one
could believe the human race had been viciously reconstituted in one generation. Or one must go into
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town for his haircut and hear his fellows in the silent
majority speaking up in the barbershop. Otherwise one
could believe we are uncommonly worthy of our empire
at home and abroad and uncommonly wise beyond our
own pocketbooks and picket fences.
While in town it is almost a comfort to find real lawyers and policemen doing their jobs only as doggedly
and fallibly as you are doing yours. And it is surely a
comfort to discover that real physicians do not make
melodramas out of your personal life and that real psychiatrists do not make uninvited house calls. Back home
in the TV world there are few shows (especially those
this season hyping a patemalistic "social relevance" in
the professions) that don't set your sense of reality askew.
For example, I had to jumble up that list at the top of
this column during a commercial in Bob Hope's Christmas show from Vietnam. It wasn't the horrendous reality
of Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia I was shutting out,
for th:;.t reality was already shut out of the show. Rather,
The Cresset

it was the show's larky, "Road to Indochina" treatment
of the war that needed to be set into perspective while
the Dodges were being sold.
If you want to follow me, put aside the bosomy sexploitations, burlesque humor, and the managed and administered machismo in the Hope show. There may be
a pathetic need for all that happy pacification somewhere, and more than a few Gl's have the right unprintable word to cut through it over there. Rather, focus on
the depiction of reality in your TV set.
After only a few minutes you start wondering what
"our boys" are doing away so unseasonably long at what
seems to be summer camp. (The possessiveness of Hope's
"our" very quickly gets to be as hard to take as the paternalism of his "boys.") Wouid anyone suppose "our
boys" kill and get killed? If, as Hope alleges, his show
is really about "our boys", why is it none of them ever
speak for themselves? Would anyone believe there is
slaughter behind all this laughter? That nearly 50,000
of "our boys" (let us not, dear God, mention "their boys")
have been slain since this entertainment started a decade
ago. Is this really the army the seven o'clock news reported was troubled with drug abuse, demoralizations,
insubordinations, and even fraggings?
Some more long pans and quick cuts and you begin to
ask yourself whether this show has the military set up
to entertain us at home or whether Hope is entertaining the military. Perhaps this is a distinction that doesn't
matter to anyone else anymore , but you miss it nonetheless.
As the show finishes you find the distinctions reality
requires further lulled and blurred as soldiers are led
by a low-slung country-singer into loughing a "Silent
Night" at a missile site. You try to remember only a few
years ago when something like that was only a dark,
Simon and Garfunkel fantasy and now there it is in living color. You find the fondue of Christian piety, sex,
mirth, and military hardware messing your mind and
the most necessary rough edges of reality missing.
A tincture of reality returns as Hope drops his hawkish speech at the end of the show this year for a more
owlish one. His comedy is always better than his commentary, so you start double clutching as he starts shifting. He says the war will be "over" in a year. Of course
you hope against hope that our national comedian is
being well briefed in the political realities of the situation to say so - and that he means by "over" what you
mean by "over." But you also hope that his "Road"
shows which make war another TV unreality will be
over soon, too. However, since Hope's show received a
whopping 45 rating on the Nielson, setting the season's
record high, you suspect the country is only going to
get more of what it apparently thinks it deserves.
Well, that was an example of a bad night at the tube. A
better night follows because it helps you understand
the first one and much of TV every night. The NET's
"Great American Dream Machine" is worth watching
for its own sake and implicitly for its interpretation of
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the television world as a whole.
The many parts of the "Dream Machine" - documentary, comedy, satire, cartoons, social criticism, and human interest stories of hope and aspiration - are often
very well wrought. I want to warmly praise the parts
of the "Machine," for it is tiresome for alleged intellectuals to scorn all of TV as a "vast wasteland." Newton
Minow's ten-year-old metaphor should itself be criticized
to see if TV is now really more metaphorically a mixture of oases and poisoned wells.

The Machine in the Machine
The "Dream Machine" is funded with two million
Ford Foundation dollars and has a chance of competing
not too far behind the commercial programming at the
same prime time. Its format of studied discontinuity,
quick cutting, and artsy-tricksy camera work and sound
tracks is nearly hysterical at this writing. But it will
likely simmer down to more human, less nightmarish,
scale once it has caught an audience with its novelty.
The novelty of its present format, however, is not really new. The "Dream Machine" format points up the
mediation of the TV world as a whole and deserves our
thanks for it. News, drama, opinion, entertainment, and
commercials tend to merge in TV programming. (On
my set we have come so far down that murky road that
some aimiable Irishmen from a Chicago ABC news affiliate even advertise themselves as entertainers and try
to "sell" their "brand" of news reporting.) The effect
of TV programming, like the effect of the format of th e
"Dream Machine," is a blunting of the distinctions that
reality requires.
The format of the "Dream Machine," however, does
give some perspective on a whole evening of TV. First,
events on increasingly scanty news shows are thrust
forth and disappear without a background, and the
audience apathizes over snippets of information in no
comprehensible whole. Then social issues are taken up
in the sitcom and adventure series in which they are
treated privately as jokes or idiosyncrasies. In between
them a few commercials trivialize social issues further
as one shampoo fights "hair pollution" and another
rides the new wave of religiousness in popular culture
with its "supernatural" look. By the time the talk shows
come on, one has seen little of the human experience
which has not been distorted by its packaging.
I had thought the American Dream meant something
better than denaturing ourselves, and I shall follow the
NET's "Machine" to see if it can help us all put more
of the TV world into a most necessary perspective. Meanwhile, I shall have to go on blinking and pitting what I
admit may only be positive thinking against the unreality in the machine in my living room.
The Bill of Rights . . . The Bridal Veil Falls at Yosemite . . .
A pipe mixture of burley and cavendish as an argument
from design for the existence of God . .. Ralph Nader's
quiet, thankless efforts to make honest men of merchants ..
The Valparaiso University Chapel at night when the windows
are dark and only the candles flicker against the Chn'stus Rex . ..
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See-ing

By CHARLES VANDERSEE

Speaking of Permissiveness

Most of my students have grown up in the United
States, a country being stampeded to its doom by a rising tide of permissiveness.
Permissiveness is what we call it when persons in positions of responsibility refuse to exercise their moral
authority. When people who should know better, by
virtue of age and experience, allow the willful and selfcentered people around them go their own heedless
way, without calling them to account.
Take the church, for example. We have a very fine
and accomplished organist and choir director in· the
church I attend, a man who not only gets decent sounds
out of the people and equipment at his disposal , but who
knows a little something about the history of liturgy
and worship.
He had an idea a few Sundays back - to take the choir
out of the front of the church, where they had been
performing, and put them in back of the church nearer
the organ, where the performance might become more
of an act of worship.
Now there are certain attenders of my church who

ALL HOUSE RECORDS
BROKEN!!

* BIGGEST SINGLE DAY!
* BIGGEST WEEK!

*
*

BIGGEST ATTRACTION!
BIGGEST MOVIE!

In 42 Years as Charlottesville's largest
theatre there has never been a Motion
Picture this big!!

BUT WE'RE NOT SURPRISED:

This is the biggest movie
in the history of the Mo·
tion Picture Business!!!

LOVE STORY
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have established a tradition over the years. They begin Sunday morning by entering the church and taking
a pew as near to the back as they can get. Since we have
no balcony, these pews offer the only possibility for relocating the choir in the rear. Two traditions thus come
into conflict: a centuries-old liturgical tradition which
sensibly places the choir in the rear, and a possessive
habit cultivated for a few years by a few shy or selfish
individuals.
They are not shy. They went to the pastor at once,
feeling righteous and very hurt. The next Sunday we saw
the choir in its accustomed place up front, and during
the week the church newsletter carried a deferential
apology from - of course - the choir director. The
people who willfully wanted their own way, in opposition to reason and tradition, got it, even though the
pastor, choir director, and church council knew better.
Permissiveness.
Then there is the home. Home, in the classic American sense, is where you are taught to stay on the path of
thrift, competition, success, and being-thought-well-of.
You are better off not climbing over the fence into such
effeminate and probably subversive fields as painting,
literature, architecture, and music. "I know what I like"
is sufficient for these latter.
Now if the hue of the new draperies is just a shade off
from what she specified, the American Mom puts in a
furious call to the decorator. If somebody is making
martinis with an inferior gin, the American Dad will be
full of wisecracks after the party. Because these things
count.

But neither of them can quite figure out why eggheads
place more value on Faulkner than Erle Stanley Gardner. Or what good Pro Musica is when you've got Mantovani. Or what anybody sees in Henry Moore, when
Michelangelo makes people look so much more real.
Shades of difference in these areas don't really count
Any attitude is OK when it comes to the arts. Permissiveness.
The result of this is their children. Who come to college with an everlastingly entertaining blend of this
inherited permissiveness with a bit of incipient humility.
The permissiveness: "It seems to me that everybody
sees something different in a given poem, and this is
legitimate, because what counts is what you yourself
see in a thing and what it means to you. I might interThe Cresset

pret it as saying one thing, because it maybe reminds me
of an experience I had, and you might get something entirely different out of it."
The humility, never expressed in so many words,
consists of an indirect confession: "I'm not really satisfied with the permissive attitude I've picked up from my
parents - the idea that anything goes, and it doesn't
matter what you see in a poem. Frankly, the guy who
wrote it must have had something clear in his mind, and
I'm willing to try to work it out."
This whole train of thought was suggested by seeing
Love Story. I decided to adopt the permissive attitude of
American parents and churchmen when seeing it. I'll
just yield myself to it, I said, and watch Jennifer die, at
25, without worrying about camera angles, character
portrayal, quality of dialogue, technical flaws or achievements, use of color and composition. None of this kaltbluetig analysis, tearing it all apart (which is what students constantly object to in literature classes).
So the following are my honest reactions. I thought I
might put them down for the benefit of any readers who

have seen Love Story and really cared about it - perhaps even thought about it, analyzed it, considered it
as a piece of art or a study of human nature.
If you fit this description, put yourself in the position of teacher and think of me as your permissivelyraised student with the following vague reactions on his
mind and nothing much else - "what it means to me,"
in short. The process of education you are charged with
is the act of bridging the gap between where you are and
where I am. Here I am, coming out of the theater:
1. It's groovy to be rich and have a big country estate
and a Jaguar and write a $5000 check without batting an
eye.
2. Don't love too hard, because you can get hurt.
3. The old MG-TC sports car that what's-his-name was
driving is still one of the greatest little cars ever made.
4. Ali McGraw has one of those indescribably terrific
smiles, and I liked her in Goodbye, Columbus too.
5. I wish the two of them had gone to Paris.
6. Cambridge in winter really looks like a lot of fun.
Good luck, teach.

Books of the Month

The Theology of Joy
IN PRAISE OF PLAY. By Robert Neale.
New York : Harper and Row, 1969 . $5 .95 .
TO A DANCING GOD. By Sam Keen .
New York : Harber and Row , 1970. $5 .95 .
FEAST OF FOOLS. By Harvey Cox. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1969.$5 .95 .
Anyone who has been either entranced or
amused by the sweeping emphasis on festivity, fantasy, play and joy in American theological writing of the last two years would probably do well to glance through Joseph Morgenstern 's "Virgin Again" (Newsweek , Feb.
1, 1971 ). which castigates the mass media
(particularly Time) for exploiting American
sentimentalism by switching "in the twinkling of a press run" from "destruction , division and doom " to "Rebirth, Hope, Creation ,
Aspiration , Growth , The Return to Romance
and The New Shape of America in which
the kids turn out to be perfect little models
of orthodoxy."
It would be pointless to quarrel with Morgenstern's exposure of Time's extravagance
in taking the large box-office of Love Story
as a sign of a national return to romance, but
it would be equally foolish to ignore that , in
the very act of belaying a rival newsmagazine's exploitation of American Sentimentalism , he himself was exploiting the selfstyled sophisticate's all-too-natural tendency
toward cynicism. In times as challenging and
frightening as ours, our frenzied alternation
between hope and despair makes the relatively stable states of sentimentalism and
cynicism even more alluring than usual.
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For contemporary American theologians ,
the emphasis on joy followed on the heels of
the apocalyptic theology of such Europeans
as Jurgen Moltmann and Wolfhart Pannenberg, sometimes designated in this country
as "the theology of hope." Just under a year
ago, Harvey Cox called upon Christians to
"meet [God] in the dance before we define
him in the doctrine" (Feast of Fools, p. 28),
and Sam Keen urged that "Religion must
return to Dance. Perhaps Zorba is the saint
for our time" (To a Dancing God, p. 160).
Shortly before that, Robert Neale concluded
his work In Praise of Play with the tale of a
tiger cub, raised among goats, who finally
gained an appetite for the hunt after an old
tiger forced upon him the taste of blood;
Neale's recommendafion : everybody should
keep his eyes open for "a taste of something
other than his usual grass" ( 178).
The mood has been contagious; even an
ALC pastor, David Preuss, describing himself as an "old horse" too set in his ways.
showed a willingness to sample new grass
when he told a Reformation Day congregation at VU's Chapel of the Resurrection that
Zorba is a "proper Christian tutor." It would
have been tempting to observe, after noting
the shining faces of students leaving the
chapel that day , that the "rebirth of wonder"
called for by Lawrence Ferlinghetti in the
"beat" fifties and by Keen in Apology for
Wonder ( 1969) had begun to arrive even here.
Ferlinghetti himself received a standing ovation in that same chapel by reading his "I
Am Waiting [for a rebirth of wonder] " to a

crowd of thousands , having cut the original
version because, he ·said , "there are some
things we don't have to wait for anymore."
But the euphoric glow dimmed somewhat for
readers who followed the published text to
find him merely dropping a plea for President Eisenhower to act and cutting out
several calls for the American South to end
its racism. Rebirth? I wonder. ..
Whether the media have "got religion" or
the theologians have been swept along by
the same wave of sentimentalism that has
the newsmags putting rose-colored ribbons
on their portable Olivettis. the theology of
joy has apparently been domesticated by the
merchant-priests. Analyzed, serialized , anthologized , and paralyzed, the theology of
joy may be suffering a fate similar to that of
the once-bracing notion of "getting it all
together," now the common property of Kent ,
Philco and ABC. Meanwhile, most of us
remain much more secure in the familiar
world of work than in the exhilarating but
confusing world of play, even while engaging
in what we choose to call "worship" or while
pounding out theological essays on Christian
joy. Isn't it time to pass on to the next theological fad which contemporary church
historians are no doubt codifying at this
very moment?
If we are not to succumb entirely to the
giddiness of such theological trend-hopping.
it is necessary to review again (and simultaneously) the ambitious attempts by Neale,
Keen and Cox to capture the spirit of play
and reveal its essential role in human life
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and thought. For unless we fully understand
their insights, we may ignore one of our time's
most promising calls to new life - or perhaps simply substitute one form of religious
complacency for another. Neither cynicism
nor sentimentalism are appropriate responses
to the theology of joy ; something more is at
stake, after all , than the adoption of modish
jargon.
The question , then , is whether the theology
of joy (if such a label makes even the minimal
amount of sense that its predecessors " the
death of God theology" and "the theology of
hope" did) opens up a new door to the resurrected life or simply discloses another dismal
though gaily decorated chamber in the same
old tomb. Little is gained , we may assume , if
the Joy Boys are simply a recostumed version
of the God Squad.

Theology Post Mortem Dei
Whatever may actually be the case, the
three books under discussion claim to present a way out of the contemporary prison
whose walls have been so often (and so
variously) described. Neale, who says we've
forgotten how to play. describes a " sacred
world of inner harmony. . . that leads to
life" (p. 171 ), and invites us into the kingdom
of the Hqly, now defined as the realm of "the
Surprising" ( 166 ). Keen says we've forgotten
how to dance; he calls for a "resurrection of
the bodily ," envisioning the church as "a
nexus of encounter groups" where the "graceful" life will replace the dreary reality most of
us face now (p. 160 ). And Cox, who says we've
lost the dual knack of festivity and fantasy .
calls for revival of the fantastic and festive
(and therefore both revolutionary and healing)
Medieval Feast of Fools, raising the hope of
a City light years from the Secular one of
earlier note: "A city in which a delightful
wedding feast is in progress, where the laughter rings out, the dance has just begun, and
the best wine is still to be served ." (p. 162 ).
All three. in other words, seem to operate
within the innocence/ fall/ recovery-of-innocence pattern which Keen sees as central to
the Christian perspective on history (p. 93).
Each is saying, in effect, that ours is a profane world . out of touch with the sacred,
which needs to regain a sense of the holy and
respond freely with a new life-style. Knowledge of truth . each seems to assume, will
free man for new life as man was intended
to live it.
But truth , as every divinity student knows ,
has become even more problematical than
usual for our age. The semi-official demise
of God-talk (whatever the condition of its
referent) seems to have permanently demoted
theology from queen of the sciences to minority whip in the parliament of human opinion.
That leaves many theologians scrambling
for a way to salvage some of what Tillich
called "catholic substance" to complement
the "protestant principle" which was so devastatingly effective in the heyday of secular
theology. For these men there is no going
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back to the credulous days of Constantinian
Christendom , but we desperately need to
regain the sense of continuity, of relation to
a larger order, which seems to be ruled out
by the secularist mentality. Theology post
mortem Dei seeks to bring about a rebirth
of transcendence through a creative response
to life itself rather than a direct reconditioning of God-talk.
Neale gets to his reaffirmation of the sacred
by way of a" dialogue" with theories from depth
psychology and history of religions. Our
work-worn world , says Neale, is constantly
struggling to resolve the conflict between
"discharge of energy" and "design of experience" - man's two "fundmental needs."
But play, which Neale defines as "activity
not motivated by the need to resolve inner
conflict" (p. 24), has become increasingly
rare. The theories of Freud , Erikson, and
Brown , which presuppose conflict, are not
much help (even Brown's "pleasure principle" is a product of the self in conflict, unlike the "delight" which results from true
play). This analysis lays the groundwork for
his discussion of the relationship between
play and religion (chapter 4 ). Religion, it
turns out, is the playful response to the
sacred (the realm of new discharge, new design). while " magic" and "the profane" are
"work responses" to the sacred -grounded
in conflict rather than harmony. Full play,
it seems, is the chief end of man, and religion is described as full play. Religious
myth , then , is "play in time." and ritual is
"play in space."
There are theological advantages to this
extended analogy between religion and play.
The definition of "magic" as a "work response to the sacred" enables him to pinpoint the distortion of American "religion"
by '" spiritual' hucksters who offer rules for
making the faith work in love, friendship,
and business" (p. 120). Furthermore, his
description of both magic and secularism as
"work responses" enables him to reject both
"believing" and "disbelieving" as mature
responses to myth and to recommend " makebelieving." a recognition of the story's significance as a part of reality rather than as entirely referential to some other reality upon
whose "truth " or "falsity" its value rests.
Likewise, the scheme enables him to express
the paradoxical joy of genuine self-sacrifice
by describing the playful (religious) response
to ritual as "sacrifice without suffering"
(playful work for others), as opposed to "suffering without sacrifice" (secular sentimentalism) and "sacrifice with suffering" (magical, quid pro quo suffering).
Nevertheless, the identification of religion as "full play" has disastrous implications
for any book which claims to be written "in
praise of play." For if religion is "full play,"
than all other forms of play may be seen as
"partial play." imperfect forms of religion
having little meaning except in relation to
man's "chief end." A scale of values is set
up, then , ranging from work through partial play to full play, in ascending order. By

this move, Neale claims to have added "an
objective criterion" to his definition of play.
But his application of this scale of values
produces an odd variety of "objectivity":
Full play for the infant may by physical
only. The adolescent whose play is only
physical is only partially playing, for the
other possibilities offered by maturation
are absent. So playful participation in a
game of football is closer to full play than
the stunt of juggling three oranges if the
individual has reached the juvenile stage
of development. A twelve-year-old boy
playing chess is not so close to full play
as the one who builds an artistic snowman
in competition with others (p. 83 ).
From here it is a short step to the position
that each of the elements of play has its peculiar form of "perversion ," and soon a kid
who would rather keep playing than come in
for supper is relegated to an inferior ontological level in Neale's system : "real play has
not occurred" (p. 80 ). Similar judgments
pervade the book : poor Tom Sawyer, who
manipulated Ben into whitewashing the
fense, "only got out of work and did not enter
into play, while Ben moved out of one adventure and into another one equally exciting"
(p. 41) ; homo faber is a spoilsport, and th e
playboy (poor soul ) is, at best, "trying to
play, and the result is disguised work. He is
adrudge."(p. 72 ).
Neale, having found terms to conjure with ,
uses them to locate all sorts of activities in a
hierarchy of being, an attempt which seems
to invest play with a sense of sen·ousness
alien to its nature: as if nothing can be worth
while unless it is serious. Neale stands in the
heritage of Mircea Eliade, who affirms strong
nostalgia for the archaic outlook characterized by a "thirst for being" which places the
sacred at the center of life. Unfortunately.
however. this posture perpetuates man 's
dissatisfaction with his own being, creating
a need for "the sacred" to perpetuate itself.
In such a context the relapse into magical
and/ or secular responses is all but inevitable,
and the secular remains a far more viable
option than Neale allows it to be.

Nostalgia for the Archaic
Keen, too, relies heavily on the phenomenological method so popular in depth psychology and the history of religions, but his
emphasis is decidedly more Dionysian than
Neale's. "Theology is , at best, phenomenology," he writes ; "its task is the continual
exploration of the changing ways in which
the graceful and the inviolable appear in
human experience," a goal which entails
the invasion of "many different disciplines
and language games" (p. 157 ). But it is
"toward a visceral theology" that Keen
wants to move , as the subtitle of his final
chapter ("The Importance of Being Carnal") indicates. Such a theology , he says,
"majors in the sense of touch rather than in
the sense of hearing. . The sacred must
be rediscovered in what moves and touches
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us , in what makes us tremble, in what is
proximate rather than remote, ordinary rather
than extraordinary, native rather than imported" (p. 159).
The thirst for being in Keen is a decidedly
bodily thirst; there are no condescending
references to the "merely physical" here, and
the search for "the graceful and the inviolable" is based on an assumption of personal
worth which takes seriously the Biblical principle of man's psychosomatic unity and denies
the vestiges of Cartesian mind-body dualism .
Regardless what one thinks of Keen's proposals for increased emphasis on affective learning ("Education for Serendipity"), his book
conveys throughout a sense of appreciation
for every dimension of existence in its own
right which is absent from Neale's hierarchy
of play.
One of Neale's keenest insights (the pun was
irrestistibel) - the importance of storytelling in religious life, independent of "believing" or "disbelieving" responses - is central
to Keen's way of doing theology. The story,
he says, is a "metamundane metaphor"
(p. 85 ), and telling stories is "functionally
equivalent to belief in God" (p. 86), since
they provide a metaphysical context, a sacred
foundation of social rituals, and a model for
the authentic life (p. 87 ). He argues or;t
Freud.ian grounds that the story of all men
lies in the depth of each man's biography
(p. 103); then he resurrects the medieval
notion of analogy between man, the cosmos ,
and the Unknown , so that one's perso11al
story becomes the major locus of the sacred .
So it is that his highly personal "Reflections
on a Peach-Seed Monkey," in which his aging
father finally makes good on a childhood
promise to carve his son a monkey from a
peach-seed, becomes an exemplum illustrating a doctrine of "basic trust" not only in
his father but in the basic structures of the
universe; hence the subtitle, "Storytelling
and the Death of God."
There is something extremely compelling
about these essays, bizarre as they may sound
in summary form; something of Montaigne's
unabashed attention to the most trivial details of life combines with the steadfast devotion of Augustine's restless quest for rest in
God to impart a luminous sincerity to the
book. His opening chapter on "Exile and
Homecoming" describes a pilgrimage from
cramped fundamentalism through disillusioned nihilism to an awed return to wholeness of experience which will no doubt be
emblematic of the personal struggle of many
a reader.
Yet there is something profoundly disturbing about the book as well, perhaps
stemming from a residual awareness that
to be harmless as a dove is of little value
unless one is also as wise as a serpent. Such
intense concern for one's personal experience, such persistent emphasis on "basic
trust," can make one insensitive to the wretched experiences of others and unconscionably
cooperative with any form of demonic repression which can disguise itself as somehow
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sacred. The good Germans of the Nazi Reich
no doubt relied on their sense of "basic
trust" to overcome any doubts about the validity of Hitler's establishment of a ruthless
ontocratic state. In a vigorous dialogue between "Viscera" and "Mind," Keen illustrates
an "element of sacred demand at the heart
of the carnal" (p. 152) by having Viscera
respond in disgust to the torture of a Vietnamese captive by American Gl's. But, although Keen quite convincingly calls this
gut identification with all flesh "the basis
of ethics" (he sees obligation arising out
of compassion, contrary to Kant), he seems
content to have recognized another locus of
the sacred.
Perhaps Keen personally doesn't stop there,
but unless the gut reaction is converted into
action to counteract such desecration, the
observer will descend into the sort of selfrighteous sentimentalism which offers no
problem at all to any oppressive regime.
One could find other examples of Keen 's
collapsing of nature and grace into each other,
but at this point it will have to be sufficient
to say that he speaks all too unambiguously
of "the incarnation of the sacred in our history, in our flesh ."

The Demonic Possibil itiesof the Sacred
Both Neale and Keen, of course, recognize
that the kind of search for truth in which
they are engaged is at least as intuitive as it
is rational , constantly raising the hackles of
those concerned with precise methodology,
empirical verification, and carefully disciplined
acquisition of knowledge. Neale acknowledges the fact from the start, pointing out
that his interdisciplinary dialogue in unsystematic and lacking in means for validation,
being "a kind of running about in advance
of experimentation and documentation, "unimportant in itself except insofar as it "creates a deeper awareness of the spirit of play."
The meticulous order of the work , however,
repeatedly invites the reader to take it as the
definitive context for future consideration of
the same issues. Neale's natural tone is authoritative, not merely suggestive; the very lack
of any attempt to make the theory verifiable
necessitates a conscious effort by the reader
to maintain a critical stance in relation to
the conceptual spell being woven around him .
Keen , too, begins with a profession of modesty : " I, Sam Keen, wrote this book. The
voice that speaks to you in these essays is
mine. It is not the voice of Philosophy, or
Theology, or Modern Man." (p. 2). Yet his
oracular pronouncements frequently claim
to speak much more broadly - clearly Keen,
too begins to regard his own language as
some sort of heirophany. Perhaps that trait
is endemic to theological writing per se;
discontented with being symbolic, it drives
toward ultimacy.
In any event, Cox wastes far less time being modest. He writes. he says. "not to solve
a scholarly problem" or "to advance any of
the important technical discussions now going on in theology." but "because I think

what it says is true and is needed." (p. vii).
He doesn't hesitate to prescribe a mood for
"us:" "Comic hope is the mood of our embryonic religious sensibility today. It has
left behind orthodox credulity, existential
pathos, and sanguine optimism" (p. 156).
And in a self-interview in the Christian Century (April 1, 1970) he calls Feast of Fools
"normative theology of culture." Yet for all
his brashness and self-confidence, Cox develops a far more self-critical set of guidelines
for doing theology than either Neale or Keen ;
he commits himself to a sense of irony about
the theologian's role which precludes taking
oneselftoo seriously, and he remains intensely
aware of the demonic possibilities of the
sacred.
Neale and Keen both encourage a view of
the self which emphasizes "adjustment"
and encourages an escape from the terror of
history. Cox sees festivity as a way of gaining perspective on the "terror and responsibility" of history-making without permanently removing us from it, and he sees fantasy not as a way to find a pleasant sense
of "basic trust" but as the envisioning of
alternative styles of life. ·Besides making life
duller, Cox says, the decline of festivity and
fantasy have put our survival as a species in
jeopardy and hindered our chances of grasping our "divine origin and destiny" (p. 10).
It is the Christian outlook on history which
Cox finds embodied in the image of "Christ
the Harlequin," the wise fool who sets conventional social arrangements and world
views whirling and invites us to dance before
the Lord. One may quibble about the superficiality of Cox's typologies of cultural trends ,
but he shows great skill in pointing out the
valuable insights of the "neomystics" (a more
useful term than "hippies") into the value of
festivity and of the "new militants" into the
value of utopian fantasy, while clearly noting the dangers of both . And, perhaps most
valuable of all , he urges us to begin the renewal of festivity and fantasy not in the churches
but in the world: "Start where people seek to
celebrate life and hope," he says. "and bring
as a gift to the feast the Christian themes
of festivity." Whether or not his readers will
follow his call for a "new monasticism" designed to body forth these values, and make
the church into an "experimental community," a "metainstitution," his powerful consciousness of the Kingdom of God as coming
now should provide a lasting warning against
tendencies to undercut it by postponing the
radical Christian hope beyond time and history , reducing it to more "realistic" dimensions, or "spiritualizing" and "individualizing" it to the point where the immortality
of my soul takes the place of the hope for a
new heaven and a new earth.
Whatever reservations one may have about
the "theological methods" exhibited by these
three men, there can be little doubt that
in all three theological thought has become
at once a religious quest and in varying degrees, a response to the delight-ful gift of life.
M. TED STEEGE
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--The Visual Arts

The Artist
-------------~----------------------8¥ RICHARD H. W. BRAUER
We enjoy the work and despise the maker. Plutarch
The desire to be an artist springs from the profound need to give an
account of what it is like to be a human being in this world.

Rudolph Amheim
The act of a man creating is the act of a whole man. Jerom e Bruner
The word ''artist," in its widest acceptation, means to me the man who
takes pleasure in what he does . Auguste Rodin

Who is the visual artist? Simply, he is a person especially sensitive to the visual world and he is a person
who thinks visually. That is, he searches, through visual
figuration, for the clarification of ideas, feelings, and
sensibility. Finally, he is a person who can skillfully
manipulate materials, tools, and processes for the purposes of his visual thinking.
With regard to visual thinking, Cezanne said that "to
see is to conceive, and to conceive is to compose." Such
an interplay between the world, the artist, and the
means of figuration produces more than just a copy of
nature, an illusionary duplication of other objects in
the world. It produces a new object in the world that is
a statement about life. Such an understanding of the
work of the artist is lacking in the attitude that says, "I
don't like art; if I want to see a tree I'll go out and look
at one."
The painting, Dialectic, by Audrey Ushenko points
up the interplay between the demands of her method
(free brush strokes, high intensity colors) and the reality
of the subject (herself) which she sees in the mirror, in
the painting in the mirror, and in the mirror in the
painting in the mirror. The result: a bright image of
action and reaction on many levels.
Psychologists argue over the underlying motivation
or source of creative energy of the artist. Freudians regard artistic creation as motivated by a need to achieve
psychic health through sexual sublimation. Gestalt
psychologists, on the other hand, adhere to the more
neutral, general motivation that rises from the need to
achieve and maintain a sense of equilibrium. As Rudolph Arnheim says, ":rhe organism strives to obtain a
maximum of potential energy and to apply the best
possible equilibrium to it."
Historically, there does not seem to be any generic
personality and character of the artist. In primitive cultures he was not singled out unless he became a shamman-priest. The artist in ancient Egypt and Greece was
usually little more than a slave. In Medieval Europe the
artist was a craftsman, and nothing we know suggests
that either slave or craftsman artists had any distinctive
collective personality. Rudolph and Margot Wittkower
have written a study, Born under Saturn, of the charac-
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ter and conduct of artists during the Renaissance and
Baroque periods in Europe. They show that during this
time the artist achieved a professional standing and two
different types of artist personalities appeared: the conforming and the non-conforming. The ideal of the welladjusted and socially integrated, ':ational, learned, philosopher-artist was epitomized by Raphael and Rubens,
and reinforced by the development of that association
of artists known as the Academy. On the other hand , the
eccentric, melancholic, obsessed, solitary artist might
be represented by the extremely aloof Leonardo and the
prodigal , extravagant Rembrandt. Freed from the regulations and routines of the medieval guild, and expected
to display intellectual and creative powers, some artists
developed quite individual , non-conforming habits of
work and life.
The nineteenth century non-conforming artist personality tended toward that of the Bohemian or the
Dandy, though most of the major artists lived relatively
bourgeois lives. "With the shift to isolated institutions
and private buyers as its mainstay, modern (20th century) art is not, as often lamented, divorced from the
social order. It is wedded for better and worse to the
same world that nurtures constant change and inconstancy of taste and attachment." (Geraldine Pelles)
Despite the image of the isolated, alienated, avantgarde artist, the personalities of our major artists seem
as various as that found in the rest of the population.
Think for instance of the reticent, selflessly thoughtful Paul Klee ; or the properly social, reasonable, intelligent Henri Matisse ("Oh do tell the American people
that I am a normal ~an; that I am a devoted husband
and father, that I have three fine children, that I go to
the theater, ride horseback, have a comfortable home, a
fine. garden that I love, flowers, etc., just like any man.")
Or on the other hand, think of the cool, empty, selfassertive, Madison-Avenue art celebrity, Andy Warhol.
Whatever the artist's personality, his creative work
process involves both conscious labor and intuitive
spontaneity. For some artists, deliberate, thoughtful
planning and inventive use of systems of measure or
systems of chance lead the way. For others, seemingly
trial-and-error, intuitive visual judgments of the moment lead the way. And finally, for others a . playful!
attentive control of materials, tools, and processes dominates their development of visual images. It can not be
overstated how important (almost mystically important) materials, tools, and processes become to many
artists.
Because of his unusual work, especially in places like
New York City, the vanguard artist is a person who lives
The Cresset

within his own subculture. More often than not he is
disinterested in much of the getting and spending of the
larger society. He is more free than most to give direction to, maintain control over, and establish the rhythms
of his own work. Finally, the modern artist is more free
than most artists of the past to contemplate and comment on the human condition.

-
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Henri Matisse, SELF-PORTRAITS (one of four), 1939. Crayon. The
Collection of Mme. Marguerite Duthuit, Paris. Photograph, Philadelphia Museum of Art.

Andy Warhol , SELF-PORTRAIT (one of two panels), 1963. Each
panel 20 x 16". The Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Scull, New
York.

Audrey Ushenko, DIALECTIC, 1968 . Oil on canvas, 3' x 4'.
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Revivals
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - B y WALTER SORELL

Hamlet, we know, is one of the greatest plays ever
written - but I won't say any more that it is so great
that nobody can kill it. Several weeks ago I saw Jonathan
Miller mocking his audience while killing Hamlet.
Now Judith Anderson has come to town as Hamlet, and
I wish she wouldn't have done it. I still cherish the memory of her as Medea. A fine actress, indeed. Since Sarah
Bernhardt dared appear as Hamlet, many an actress
thought she could duplicate the stunt. But Bernhardt
was not in her seventies when she did it. On second
thought, age may not matter. Miss Anderson ought to
have read the part of Hamlet standing behind a lectern.
Hamlet is not only Hamlet. It is also Laertes, Polonius,
Ophelia, and Gertrude. (Judith Anderson was once a
wonderful Gertrude to Gielgud's Hamlet.) Such a star
vehicle often suffers from poor casting. The cast was
even poorer than poor. But where was the star? The
play was cut, and badly cut. Hamlet was fed the necessary lines, and Miss Anderson ran quickly through them
as if they were unnecessary lines in order to dwell on the
juicy parts, not realizing that they are only juicy when
a part of the whole. There was no consistency and concept to the play. Whatever happened to director William Ball who certainly knows better? Some questions
are better left unanswered or even unquestioned. Alas,
Poor Hamlet!
But there were rays of sunlight over the Great White
Way. It seems no one dares to produce new plays. So
we are in for a period of revivals. Some were quite rewarding. There's wonders hidden in the heart of the
Irish playwrights - to paraphrase John Millington
Synge -and you can sense it in John Hirsch's production of The Playboy of the Western World at the Vivian
Beaumont Theatre.
The theatre at the Lincoln Center has had a hard time
finding the right plays and actors. It has become fashionable to dislike most of what they do. But this theatre
assembled a fine cast for The Playboy and, since this
play is all language and a language that must sing, the
actors deliver their lines with a lilt that is all poetry.
It is all there in this production despite the fact that
director and designer did not quite believe in the cascades of Synge's words and had the actors run around
and jump over platforms. Movement on stage has become the last cry, but there are plays that cry out for it,
whereas for others too much motion makes the actors
lose their direction. The direction in The Ptayboy should
point at the heart of the play's poetry and at the poetry
of its heart. The Playboy has a big heart and much poetry, and with all its Lincoln Center flaws it came to life.
There were two more revivals worthy of note. In passin!?," only I should note the nostalgia for the good old
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days (then they were quite wicked) which helps revive
the musical No, No, Nanette which premiered in 1925.
The roaring twenties in their seventies with tap-dancing grandmother Ruby Keeler have a special fascination
for people who wish to turn back the clock a few decades -and who doesn't want to?
Chekhov's Uncle Vanya at the Roundabout Theatre
was beautifully staged by Gene Feist. It is a complex
play in which the realization of life's futility is dramatized from various aspects. Uncle Vanya and Sonia become painfully aware of having sacrificed their lives
for a pedantic mediocrity. When the tragic moments
are over - Vanya's shots had to go astray as his life did
- the triviality of everyday existence sets in again but
with the consciousness that something has to change to
make life bearable. Vanya: "If only one could live the
remnant of one's life in some new way." The spectator
must be able to read meaning and purposefulness between the lines of this play with the rumbling sounds
of the revolution in the background. The Roundabout
Theatre made this possible.
Claire Bloom is a great actress, and her appearance as
Nora in Ibsen's A Doll's House at the Playhouse Theatre justifies her reputation. The play has become very
timely again with the Women's Lib movement being as
strong as it was in 1879 when Ibsen wrote: "A woman
cannot be herself in modern society. It is an exclusively
male society, with laws made by men and with prosecutors and judges who assess female conduct from a
male standpoint."
The play still works in spite of its old-fashioned dramaturgy with so many predictable, because carefully
prepared, turns and twists a la Scribe. Claire Bloom is
the star in A Doll's House as is Judith Anderson in
Hamlet. But the House cast acts as an ensemble and
does not merely feed the star with cues. Especially worthy of note is Donald Madden's sensitively sketched
portrayal of Torvald as a smug, self-centered rooster
who, at the end, seems to be hurt more by his loss of
face than by the loss of Nora. Miss Bloom's portrayal
presents Nora as giddy, naive, and an almost perfect
image of a "sexual object." But there is also in the same
portrayal a great tension underneath all of Nora's gaiety.
We feel relieved when a deeper Nora breaks through
the thin veneer of lies as the new mature woman.
The world moves at incredible speed, but, it seems,
makes little progress. Nora slams the door again. There
are still many Torvald Helmers around. Perhaps most
women prefer a sheltered life in a doll's house to going
out into a male-made wilderness. I can very well understand both Noras.
The Cresset

Editor-At-Large

By JOHN STRIETELMEIER

On Forestalling Loose Generalization

The text for this month's meditation is taken from an
article by James A. Michener in the November, 1970,
issue of Social Education, reading there as follows:
"The more I work in the social-studies field, the more
convinced I become that geography is the foundation of
all. When I call it the queenly science I do not visualize
a bright-eyed young woman recently a princess but rather an elderly, somewhat beatup dowager, knowing in
the ways of power . .. When I begin work on a new area
... I invariably start with the best geography I can find.
This takes precedence over everything else , even history, because I need to ground myself in the fundamentals which have governed and in a sense limited human
development. . . The virtue of the geographical approach
is that it forces the reader to relate man to his environment. It forestalls loose generalization founded mainly
on good intentions or hope. It gives a solid footing to
speculation and it reminds the reader that he is dealing
with human beings who are just as circumscribed as he. "
Addressing itself to our present concern with ecology,
geography sternly forbids any kind of romantic solution . Weare what we are, where we are, for reasons which
are deep! y rooted in our personal and corporate psyches;
and our salvation (in the temporal sense) depends upon
our making calculated decisions on what we are willing
to pay, first of all for survival, and secondly for survival at something better than a bestial level.
Before we can make such decisions, we must first of
all sweep away all of the romantic nonsense. In our own
country, this means, among other things, forgetting the
idea of returning to the land. We can't do it, even if we
wanted to . There are 204 million of us, 56 of us per square
mile of land. This would mean approximately eleven
families per square mile or, to put it another way , 58
acres of land per family - not enough to sustain life at
anything better than the most minimal level.
Actually, of course, there would be even less land than
that, for we have to exclude deserts and high mountains
and swamps and other non-arable land from our calculations. These exclusions account for almost half the total area of the United States, which means that the figure
for acres of cultivable land per family drops to 29 or
thereabouts. Which means what ? l. That we can dismiss
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the idea of the rural commune as a viable lifestyle for
the overwhelming majority of us. 2. That we shall have
to reckon with the city, or at least with highly localized
agglomerations of population, for as far as we can see
into the future. Which means, in turn, that any significant improvement of the environment in which we and
our descendants will actually be living must be improvement of the urban environment. Geography itself forbids us to cop out of the urban environment. Like it or
not, we shall have to stay and make the best we can of it.
And it is just at this point that we can begin to see the
full urgency of some kind of effective population control. For in a population study which he published in
1965, the demographer Kingsley Davis has extrapolated
urbanization trends traceable from 1950 up to that time
and has come up with the following conclusions: assuming that these trends continue, half of the people in the
world will be living in cities by 1984; everybody in the
world will be living in an urban area by 2023 (that includes all survivors of this year's baby crop); and everybody in the world will be living in cities of more than
one million population by 2044, at which time the larest city would have a projected population of 1.4 billion.
Actually, of course, these populations are not going to
develop. Something will happen to keep populations
within reasonable bounds. What will happen? War,
famine, plague, mass impotence, or deliberate reduction of population by birth control and/or abortion.
And there are people now alive who will live to see what
form of control - willed or unwilled - operates to keep
out numbers within the limitations imposed by Nature.
Footnote: When figures like these are cited , most of
us in the United States have a tendency to turn purple
and mutter dark things about sending shiploads of
intrauterine devices to India. Actually, to a geographer
the increase in population in the United States is a more
threatening thing than is the increase in India. For in
terms of use of the earth's resources, one American
equals 25 Indians. This means that, in terms of actua l
consumption, the four-child American family is equivalent to a one-hundred-child Indian family - of which
there are none on record. So population control (better
still, reduction) begins, as so many desirable things
do, at home. L 'Osseruatore Romano, please copy.
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"All the tmmbets sounded (or him on the other side"
PILGRIM'S PROGRESS

To the Bitter Roots
Dear son ... March was to be the month for me to come
in like a lion with our fourth topic, "Faith and Reason"
... But I think my part in our spring donnybrook might
as well be a backward glance on our January and February columns when we were swapping views on our third
topic, "Education" ...
You were right to observe that universities are meshed with other institutions in our society ... It would be
astonishing if they were not. .. But, if I understand you,
you want universities to tangle with the problems of
our time and to be relevant to those very problems which
university graduates have helped to bring into our
world ... This sounds to me dangerously close to the
ancient and modern demand to politicize the universities . . . "Are things going badly in our academic
groves?" ... Answer: "Leave them and go and lobby
before the town council, the county board, the legislature, the congress. Take the universities up against
militarism, racism, and all the hurts of the under-represented minorities."
May I say that this is heady but deadly stuff? . . . The
real task of universities, also and especially in our time,
is much higher, deeper, wider, and longer. .. It goes to
the bitter roots of our days and years . .. And universities must deal with the roots of our troubles - not
with branches and weeds ...
Our strange fear of the roots is the reason why our
age is rootless and sick ... We have been shocked away
from a courageous search for our origins in the depth
of life and history . .. Therefore, we have the curious
sense of darkness, of the fragility of existence, man's
final finitude, the unpredictabilities of history, our
loneliness and trappedness - all because we have no
roots for ourselves and our world ... No wonder that
the black rainbow over our time is the single word
"Ang-st" ... A cosmic anxiety steals into our souls from
Wall Street to the American campus to the darkened
corridors of the White House ... On troubled nights we
remember the telling names of terror: Selma, Berkeley,
Dallas, Harlem, Hiroshima, Leningrad, Suez . .. And we
are ashamed and alone ...
And now, if I understand you correctly, you suggest
that universities step into the forlorn place of the great
failures of our time: Big Business, Big Labor, Big Government. .. All centers of power like nothing more than
to have universities join them either as their servants
or partners ...
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To such a suggestion, which would make us seemingly relevant (really totally irrelevant) to the agony of
modern man, I react with horror ... It fails to get at our
root problem and the question which we avoid with a
childish fear. .. "What really is Man?" . .. This is what
I mean by the "root question" ... What holds together,
what commonality of origin and destiny, the black man
idling unemployed on the corner of 55th Street and
Indiana Avenue and the professor of nuclear physics
in the university laboratory? ... Both of these men must
receive our attentive empathy if we are really to see the
trees in the forest. .. And by "Man" I mean total man
with no abuses by our ancient devices for dividing him
into layers like an onion ...
This is why I have talked, these latter years, about the
need for the "prophetic" university ... This is the school
which goes behind immediacies to the realities of history and revelation ... This is the school and the one
remaining place that hears beyond the demands of the
market place and the moneygrabbers the cries of "Man"
... The cries of the lonely and dispossessed , the havenots, the not-yets and the never wases, all the backwash
of our immediacy ... The "Man" for Whom Christ died
... This is the truly relevant school, a prophetic place,
through whose students and teachers the crying of "Man"
goes out prophetically into all the world ...
Some of this you have caught with remarkable insight
and some humor in the hortatory part of your February
column ... Your education has been too good for you to
be permanently wrong ... You say and I can only agree:
"Connect- connect again - connect yet again" . .. Afl
I can add is that you be sure to connect on a higher level
than that of government, business, and labor ... I decline to be a boring, hollow echo of Mr. Nixon, Mr.
Ford, and Mr. Meany ...
Finally, I appreciated especially your injuction to
"Enjoy" ... Here you really threw your sociology courses
out the window and spoke with the accent of angels ...
"Court surprise and failure - Induce ecstasy- Have an
epiphany or two - Laugh in class - Sacrifice a bit of
efficiency - Live forty hour days" ... Here is where I
joined you, clapping my hands and beating my ancient
drum ...
Many of these imperatives hit our root question concerning the nature and destiny of "Man" ... He is born
to surprise and failure, to have an epiphany of two, to
laugh, to sacrifice, to experience the lull and lift of
ecstasy ... In short, to live and to be the ever moving
intelligent audience for the living God ...
The Cresset

